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THE BRADFORD MEETING OF THE 
BRITISH ASSOCIATION. 

SECTION D. 
ZOOLOGY. 

OPENING ADDRESS BY RAMSAY H. T RAQUAI R, M.D., 
LL.D., F.R.S. 

IN opening the sittings of the Zoological Section, I 
must first express my sense of the honour which has been con
ferred on me, in having been chosen as your President on this 
occasion, and I may add that I feel it not only as an honour to 
myself personally but also as a compliment to the field of 
investigation in which the greater part of my own original work 
has been done. It is a welcome recognition of the doctrine, 
which I , and much more important men indeed than I, have 
always maintained, namely, that Palreontology, however valu
able, nay, indispensable, its bearings on Geology may be, is in 
its own essence a part of Biology, and that its facts and its 
teachings must not be overlooked by those who would pursue 
the study of Organic Morphology on a truly comprehensive 
and scientific basis. As I have asked on a previous occasion, 
" Does an animal cease to be an animal because it is preserved 
in stone instead of spirits ? Is a skeleton any the less a 
skeleton because it has been excavated from the rock, instead of 
prepared in a tracerating trough?" And I may now add-Do 
animals, because they have been extinct for it may be millions 
of years, thereby give up their place in the great chain of 
organic being, or do they cease to be of any importance to 
the evolutionist because their soft tissues, now no longer 
existing, cannot be imbedded in paraffin and cut with a 
Cambridge microtome ? 

These are theses which I think no one denies theoretically; 
but what of the practical application of the rule? For though 
cordially thanking my biological brethren for the honour they 
have done me in placing me in this chair to-day, I must ask 
them not to be offended if I say that in times past I have a few 
things against some of them at least. I refer first to the apathy 
concerning palreontological work, more especially where fishes 
are concerned, whicll one frequently meets with in the writings 
of biologists, as seen in the setting up of classifications and 
theories and the erection of genealogical trees without any, or 
with at least inadequate, inquiry as to whether such theories or 
trees are corroborated by the record of the rocks . But more 
vexatious still are the offhand proceedings of some biologists 
who, when they wish to complete their generalisations on the 
structure of a living organism, or group of by allu
sion to those which in geological time ha,·e p;one before, do not 
take the trouble to consult the orip;inal palreontological memoirs 
or papers, or to make themselves in any way practically 
acquainted with the subject, but derive their knowledge at 
second or third hand from some text-book or similar work, 
which may not in every case be exactly up to date on the 
matters in question. Nay, more than this, I think I have 
seen the authors of such text-books or treatises credited with 
facts and illustrations which were due to the labours of hard
working palreontologists y<>ars before. 

But a better time, I am convinced, is not far off, when the 
unity of all biological science will be recognised, not merely 
theoretically, but also practically by workers in every one of its 
branches. 

Of one thing I must, however, warn those who have hitherto 
devoted their time exclusively to the investigation of things 
recent, namely, that a special training is necess2ry for the correct 
interpretation of fossil remains, especially those of the lower 
Vertebrata and many groups of Invertebrata. So it comes that 
what looks to the uninitiated eye a mere confused mass of broken 
bones or plates may to the trained observer afford a flood of 
valuable light on questions of structure previously undetermined. 
We must take into account the condition of the fossil as regards 
mineralisation and crushing ; we must learn to recognise how 
the various bones may be dislocated, scattered, or shoved over 
each other, and to distinguish true sutures from mere fractures. 
We must carefully correlate the positive results obtained from 
one specimen with those afforded by others, and in this way it 
happens that to make a successful restoration of the exo- or 
endo-skeleton of a fossil fish or reptile may require years of 
patient research. But the thought sometimes does come up in 
my mind, that some people imagine that fossils, such as fishes, 
occur in the rocks all restored and ready, so that the author of 
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such a restoration has no more scientific credit in his work than 
if he were an ordinary draughtsman drawing a perch or a trout 
for an illustrated book ! But the student of fossil remains must 
not only learn to see what does exist in the specimen he exam
ines; but also to refrain from seeing things which are not there 
-to know what he does not see as well as what he does see. 
For many grave errors have arisen from want of this necessary 
training, as, for instance, where the under surface of a fish's 
head has been described as the upper, or where markings of a 
purely petrological character have been supposed to indicate 
actual structures of the morphological importance. Or 
we may find the most wonderful details described, which may 
indeed have existed, but for which the actual evidence is only 
the fertile imagination of the writer. 

From this it will be apparent that though Palreontology is 
Biology and Biology includes Palreontology, yet as regardE 
original research a division of labour is in most cases necessary. 
For though palreontological investigations are absolutely im
possible without an adequate knowledge of recent zoolvgy, yet 
the nature of the remains with which the palreontologist has to 
deal renders their interpretation a task of so different a character 
from that allotted to the investigation of the structure and 
development of recent forms that he will scarcely have time 
for the successful carrying out of a second line of research. 
Conversely, the same holds regarding the sphere of work of the 
recent biologist. 

Now those last remarks of mine may perhaps tend to confirm 
an idea which I have at least been told is prevalent in the minds 
of recent biologists, namely, that the results of Palreontology 
are so uncertain, so doubtful, and so imperfect, that they are 
scarcely worthy of serious attention being paid to them. And 
the best answer I can make to such an opinion, if it really does 
exist, is to try to place before you some evidence that Palreon
tology is not mere fossil shell hunting, or the making up of long 
lists of names to help the geologists to settle their stratigraphical 
horizons, but may present us with abundance of matter of 
genuine biological interest. 

Since the days of Darwin, there is one subject which more 
than all others engrosses the attention of scientific biologists. 
I mean the question of Evolution, or the Doctrine of Descent, 
Time was when controversies raged round the very idea of 
Evolution, and when men of science were divided among them
selves as to whether the doctrine to which Darwin's theory of 
Natural Selection gave so mighty an impetus was or was not 
to be accepted. Times have, however, changed, and I hardly 
think that we should now find a single true scientific worker who 
continues to hold on by the old special creation idea. Philo
sophic zoulogists now busy themselves either with amassing 
morphological evidences of Descent or with the discussion of 
various theories as to the factors by which organic evolution has 
been brought about-whether Natural Selection has been the all
sufficient cause or not, whether acquired peculiarities are trans
missible, and so on. 

From the nature of things it is clear that the voice of the 
pal reon tologist can only be heard on the morphological aspect of 
the question, but to many of us, including myself, the morpho
logical argument is so convincing that we believe that even if 
the Darwinian theory were proved to-morrow to be utterly base
less, the Doctrine of Descent would not be in the slightest 
degree affected, but would continue to have as firm a hold on 
our minds as before. 

Now as Palreontology takes us back, far back, into the life of 
the past, it might be reasonably expected that it would throw great 
light on the descent of animals, but the amount of its evidence is 
necessarily much diminished by two unfortunate circun>stances. 
First, the terrible imperfection of the geological record,. a fact 
so obvious to any one having any acquaintance with Geology 
that it need not be discussed here ; and secondly, the circum
stance that save in very exceptional cases only the hard parts of 
animals are preserved, and those too often in an extremely 
fragmentary and disjointed condition. But though we cannot 
expect that the palreontological record will ever be anything 
more than fragmentary, yet the constant occurrence of new and 
important discoveries leads us to entertain the hope that, in course 
of time, more and more of its pages will become disclosed to us. 

Incomplete, however, as our knowledge of Evolution as 
derived from Palreontology must be, that is no reason why we 
should not appraise it at its proper value, and now and again 
stop for a moment ro take stock of the material which has 
accumulated. 
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You are all already acquainted with the telling evidence in [ 
favour of Evolution furnished by the well-known Mammalian I 
limbs, as well as of teeth, in which the progress, in the course of 
time, from the more general to the more special is so obvious that 
I cannot conceive of any unprejudiced person shutting his eyes to 
the inference that Descent with modification is the reason of these 
things being so. Suppose, then, that on this occasion we take 
up the paheontological evidence of Descent in the case of fishes. 
This I do the more readily because what original work I have 
been able to do has lain principally in the direction of fossil 
ichthyology; and again, because it does seem to me that it is 
in this department that one has most reason to complain of 
want of interest on the part of recent biologists, even, I may 
say, of some professed palreontologists themselves. 

But the subject is really of so great an extent that to exhaust 
it in the course of an address like the present would be simply 
impossible, so I shall in the main limit myself to the considera
tion of Palreozoic forms, and this more especially seeing that we 
may hope for a large addition to our light on the fishes of the 
more recent geological formations from the fourth volume of the 
"Catalogue of Fossil Fishes" in the Briti<h Museum, which 
will soon appear from the pen of my friend, Dr. A. Smith Wood
ward. I need scarcely say how much his previous volume has 
conduced to a better knowledge of the Mesozoic forms. 

Here I may begin by boldly affirming that I include the 
Marsipobranchii as fishes, in spite of the dictum of Cope that no 
animal can be a fish which does not possess a lower jaw and a 
shoulder-girdle. Why not ? The position to me to be a 
merely arbitrary one ; and it is, to say the least, not impossible 
that the modern Lampreys and Haggs may be, as many believe, 
the degenerate descendants of originally gnathostomatous forms. 

To the origin of the Vertebrata, Palreontology gives us no clue, 
as the forerunners of the fishes must have been creatures which, 
like the lowest Chordata of the present day (Urochorda, Hemi
chorda, Cephalochorda), had no hard parts capable of preserva
tion. And though I shall presently refer again to the subject, I 
may here affirm that, so far as I can read the record at least, it 
is impossible to derive from Palreontology any support to the 
view, recently revived, that the ancient fishes are in any way 
related to Crustacean or merostomatous ancestors. 

What have we then to say concerning the most ancient fishes 
with which we are acquainted? 

The idea that the minute bodies, known as Conodonts, which 
occur from the Cambrian to the Carboniferous, are the teeth of 
fishes and possibly even of ancient Marsipobranchs may now be 
said to be given up. They are now acceptEd by the most trust
worthy authorities as appertaining to Invertebrata such as 

and Gephyrea. 
More recently, however, Rohon1 has described from the Lower 

Silurian of the neighbourhood of St. Petersburg small teeth 
(Palaeodus and Archodus) associated with Conodonts, and which 
seem to be real fish teeth, but not of Selachians, as is shown by 
the presence of a pulp cavity surrounded by non-vascular 
dentine. It is impossible to say anything more of their 
affinities. 

Obscure and fragmentary fish remains have been obtained by 
Walcot, and described by Jaekel, from rocks in Colorado sup· 
posed to be of Lower Silurian or Ordovician age. 2 But doubts 
have been thrown on their age, and the fossils themselves, 
which have, it must be owned, a very Devonian look about 
them, are so extremely fragmentary that they do not help us 
much in our present purpose. 

It is not till we come to the Upper Silurian rocks that we 
begin to feel the ground securely under our feet, though we may 
be certain, from the degree of specialisation of the forms which 
\ve there find, that fishes lived in the waters of the globe for 
long ages previously. 

Characteristic of the "Ludlow bone-bed'' are certain minute 
scales on which Pander founded the family Ccelolepidre, having 
a flat or sculptured crown, below which is a constricted "neck," 
and then a base mually perforated by an aperture leading into a 
central pulp cavity. As these little bodies, looked upon by 
Agassiz as teeth, were shown by McCoy to be scales, and as 
they occurred at Ludlow in England and Oesel in Russia along 
with small Selachian spines ( Onchus), they were tt<ually con
sidered as appertaining, with the latter, to small Cestraciont 
sharks. The genera Thelodus, Coelolepis and others were 

1 "Ueber untersilurische Fische," Mtlanges GCol. et Paleont. vol. L (St. 
Petersburg-, 1899), pp. 9-14. 

2 Bulletin Geol. Soc. America, vol. iii. r892, pp. I53-171. 
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founded on these dermal bodies, but it is doubtful if any but the 
first of these names will stand. 

But the aspect of affairs was altogether changed by the dis
covery three years ago, by the officers of the Geological Survey, 
of entire specimens of Thelodus in the Upper Silurian rocks of 
the South of Scotland, from which it was evident that the fish, 
though somewhat shark-like, could hardly be reckoned as a true 
Selachian. 1 7 helodus Scoticus, Trag., has a broad flattened 
anterior part corresponding to the head and forepart of the 
body, very bluntly rounded in front, and passing behind into 
right and left angular flap-like projections, which are sharply 
marked off from the narrow tail, which is furnished with a 
deeply cleft heterocercal caudal fin. Unless the flap-like lateral 
projections are representatives of pectorals, no other fins are 
present, neither do we find any teeth or jaws, nor any trace of 
internal skeleton ; and it is only a few days since Mr. Tait, 
collector to the Geological Survey of Scotland, pointed out to 
me in a recently acquired specimen a right and left dark spot at 
the outer margins of the head near the front, which spots may 
indicate the position of the eyes. 2 A previously unknown genus, 
Lanarkia, Traq., also occurred, in which the creature had the 
very same form, but instead of having the skin clothed with 
small shagreen-like scales, possessed, in their place, minute 
sharp conical hollow spines, without base and open below. 
What we are to think of those two ancient forms, apparently 
so primitive, and yet undoubtedly also to a great extent special
ised, we shall presently discuss. 

Let us now for a moment look at the genus Drepanaspis, 
SchlUter, from the Lower Devonian of Gm\\nden in Western 
Germany.s We have here a strange creature whose shape
entirely reminds us of that of The!odus, having the same flat 
broad anterior part, bluntly rounded in front, and angulated 
behind, to which is appended a narrow tail ending in a hetero
cercal caudal fin, which is, however, scarcely bilobate. But 
here the dermal covering, instead of consisting of separate 
scales or spinelets, shows a close carapace of hard bony plates. 
of which two are especially large and prominent-the median 
dorsal and the median ventral-other large ones being placed 
around the margins, while the intervening space is by 
a mosaic of small polygonal pieces. The position of the mouth, 
a transverse slit, is seen just at the anterior margin; it is 
bounded behind by a median mental or chin-plate, but no jaws 
properly so called are visible, nor are there any teeth. Then 
on each margin near the front of the head is a small round pit, 
exactly in the position of the dark spot seen in some examples 
of Thelodus, which, if not an orbit, must indicate the position 
of some organ of sense.. Again, the tail is covered with scales 
after the manner of a "ganoid" fish, being rhombic on the 
sides, but assuming the form of long deeply imbricating fulcra 
on the dorsal and ventral margins. The position of the 
branchial opening, or openings, has not yet been definitely 
ascertained. 

All these plates are closely covered with stellate tubercles, 
and we cannot escape from the conclusion that they are formed 
by the fusion of small shagreen bodies like those of Thelodus, 
and united to bony matter developed in a deeper layer of the 
skin. 

If the angular lateral flaps of Thelodus represent pectoral 
fins, then we would have the exceedingly strange phenomena of 
such structures becoming functionally useless by enclosure in 
hard unyielding plates, though still influencing the general out
line of the fish. Be that as it may, can we doubt that in 
Drepanaspis we have a form derived by from a 
Ccelolepid ancestor? 

This Drepanaspis throws likewise a much desired light on 
the fragmentary Devonian remains known since Agassiz's time 
as Psammost&us. These consist of large plates and fragments 
of plates, composed of vaso-dentine, and sculptured externally 
by minute closely-set stellate tubercles, exactly resembling the 
scales of some species of Thelodus. These tubercles are also 
frequently arranged in small polygonal areas, reminding us 
exactly of the small polygonal plates of Drepanaspis, and, like 
them, often having a specially large tubercle in the centre. 

1 R. H. Traquair, "Report on Fossil Fishes collected by the Geological 
Sur.vey in the Silurian Rocks of the South of Scotland," Roy. SQC .. 
Edin., vol. xxxix. tSgg, pp. 827-864. 

2 I am indebted 10 Sir A. Geikie. F.R.S., Director-General of the 
Geological Survey, for permis.;ion to make use of this and facts dis
closed by Mr. Tait':s work in the Lesmahagow Silurians. dunng the present. 
summer. 

3 R. H. Traquair, Geol. Mag·., April 
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That Psammosteus had an ancestry similar to that of Drejmz
aspis can also hardly be doubted. 

Finally, in the well-known Pteraspis of the Upper Silurian 
and Lower Devonian formations we have a creature which also 
has the head and anterior part of the body enveloped in a 
carapace, to which a tail covered with rhombic scales is 
appended behind, and, though the caudal fin has never been 
properly seen, such remains of it as have occurred distinctly 
indicate that it was heterocercal in its contour. The plates of 
the carapace have a striking resemblance in general arrange
ment to those of Drepanaspis, though the small polygonal 
pieces have disappeared, and there is a prominent pointed 
rostrum in front of the mouth ; and it is to be noted that the 
small round apertures usually suppo>ed to be orbits are in a 
position quite analogous to that of the sensory pits in Drepan
aspis. The plates of the carapace of Ptera!pis are not, how
ever, tuberculated, but ornamented by fine close parallel ridges, 
the microscopic structure of which, along with their frequent 
lateral crenulation, leaves no doubt in our minds tbat they have 
been formed by the running together in lines of Thelodus-like 
shagreen grains. An aperture supposed to be branchial is seen 
on the plate forming the posterior angle of the carapace on 
each side. 

Until these recent discoveries concerning the Ccelolepidre and 
Drepanaspidre, Pteraspis and its allies, Cyathaspis and 
Palaeaspis, constituted· the only family included in the order 
Heterostraci of the sub-class Ostracodermi, distinguished, as 
shown by Lankester, by the absence of bone lacunre in the 
microscopic structure of their plates. It is now, however, clear 
that we can trace them back to an ancestral family in which the 
external dermal armature was still in the generalised form of 
separate shagreen grains or spinelets. 

But the Ostracodermi are usually made to include two other 
groups or orders, namely the Osteostraci and the Asterolepida.1 

The Osteostraci are distinguished from the Heterostraci by 
the possession of lacunre in their bone structure, and by 
having the eyes in the middle of the head-shield instead of at 
the sides. Cephalaspis, which occurs from the Upper Silurian 
to the top of the Devonian, is the best known representative of 
this division. Instead of a carapace, we find a large head -shield 
of one piece, though its structure shows evidence of its having 
been originally composed of a mosaic of small polygonal plates, 
and it is also to be noted that the surface is ornamented by 
small tubercles, there frequently being one larger in size in the 
centre of each polygonal area. The posterior-external angles 
of the shield project backward in a right and left pointed 
process or cornu, scarcely developed in C. Murclzisoni, internal 
to which, and also organically connected with the head-shield, 
is a rounded flap-like structure, which strongly reminds us of 
the lateral flaps of the Coelolepidre. The body is covered with 
scales, which on the sides are high and narrow ; there is a small 
dorsal fin, and the caudal, though heterocercal, is not bilobate. 
It is scarcely necessary for me to add that we find just a little 
evidence of jaws or of teeth as in the case of the Heterostraci. 

The association of the Heterostraci and Osteostraci in one 
sub-class of Ostracodermi has been strongly protested against 
by Prof. Lankester and Dr. 0. M. Reis, but here the Scottish 
Silurian strata come to the rescue with a form which I described 
last year under the name of Atdeaspis tessel!ata, and of which 
some more perfect examples than those at my disposal at that 
time have recently come to light through the labours of Mr. 
Tait, of the Geological Survey of Scotland. 

Here we have a creature whose general form reminds us 
strongly of Thelodus, but whose close affinity to Cepha!aspis is 
absolutely plain, were it only on account of the indications of 
orbits on the top of the head. 

The expanded anterior part which here represents the head
shield of Cephalaspls shows not the slightest trace of cornua, 
but forms posteriorly a gently rounded lobe on each side, 
clearly suggesting that the cornual flaps of Cephalaspis are 
homologous with and derivable from the lateral expanses in the 
Coelolepidre. This cephalic covering is composed of numerous 
small polygonal plates like those of which the head-shield in 
Cephalaspis no doubt originally consisted, and the minute 
tubercles which cover their outer surfaces also suggest that the 
superficial layer was formed by the fusion of Coelolepid scales: 

1 To these I myself recently added a fourth, the Anaspida, for the 
remarkable Upper Silurian family of Birkeniidre, but as these throw no 
light as yet on the problem of Descent they may at present be only 
mentioned. 
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The body is covered with rhombic scales, sculptured externally 
with tubercles and wavy transverse ridges, and arranged in lines 
having the same general direction as the scutes of Cephalaspis, 
from which we may infer that the latter originated from the 
fusion of scales of similar form. The fins are as in Ceplzalaspis, 
there being one small dorsal situated far back, and a heteroceral 
caudal, which is triangular in shape. and not deeply cleft into 
upper and lower lobes as in the Coelolepidre. Finally, the 
scales, on microscopic examination, show well-developed bone 
lacunre in their internal structure. 

That Ateleaspis belongs to the Osteostraci there is thus not 
the smallest doubt, but its general resemblance to the Coelo
lepidre in its contour anteriorly led me to regard it as an annectent 
form, and consequer,tly to believe that there is after all a 
genuine genetic connection between the Heterostraci and the 
Osteostraci. And I have not seen reason to depart from that 
opinion even th ugh A te!easpis turns out to be still closer to 
Cephalaspis than was apparent in the original specimens. 

If this be so, then Cep!za!aspis, as well as Pteraspis and its 
allies, is traceable to the Coelolepidre, shark-like creatures in 
which, as we have already seen, the dermal covering consists of 
small shagreen-like scales, or of minute hollow spines, and 
consequently all theories as to the arthropod origin of the 
Ostracodermi, so far as they are founded on the external con· 
figuration of the carapace in the more specialised forms, must 
fall to the ground. And from the close resemblance of these 
scales of The!odus to Elasmobranch shagreen bodies-for forty
five years they had been, by most authors, actually referred to 
the Selachii-I concluded that the Coelolepidre owed their origin 
to some form of primitive Elasmobranchs. That is, however, 
not in accordance with the view of the late Prof. Cope, that the 
Ostracodermi are more related to the Marsipobranchii, and that, 
from the apparent absence of lower jaw, they should be placed 
along with the last-named group in a class of Agnatha, altogether 
apart from the fishes proper. And Dr. Smith Woodward, who 
is inclined to favour Cope's theory, has expressed his view that 
the similarity of the Coelolepid scales to Elasmobranch shagreen 
is no proof of an Elasmobranch derivation, but that such struc
tures, representing the simplest form of dermal hard parts, may 
have originated independently in far distant groups.l Knowing 
what we do of the occurrence of strange parallelisms in evolution, 
it would not be safe to deny such a possibility. But as to a 
Marsipobranch affinity, I would point out that the apparent 
want of lower jaw among the hard parts which nature has pre
served for us is no proof of the absence of a Meckelian cartilage 
among the soft parts which are lost to us for ever; and also, as 
Prof. Lankester has remarked, that there is no evidence what
ever that any of the creatures classed together as Ostracodermi 
were monorhinal like the Lampreys. The only fossil vertebrate 
having a single median opening, presumably nasal, in the front 
of the head is Palaeospondylus, but, whatever be the true affinities 
of this little creature, at present the subject of so much dispute, 
I think we may be very sure that it is not an Ostracoderm. 

The Devonian " Antiarcha" or Asterolepida, of which 
Pterichthys is the best known genus, are also usually placed in 
the Ostracodermi, with which they agree in the possession of a 
carapace of bony plates, in the absence of distinct lower jaw or 
teeth, in the non-preservation of internal skeleton, and in having 
a scaly tail furnished with a heterocercal caudal fin, and, as in 
the Cephalaspidre, also with a small dorsaL But they have in 
addition a pair of singular jointed thoracic limbs, evidently 
organs of progression, which are totally unlike anything in the 
Osteostraci or in the Heterostraci, or indeed in any other group 
of fishes. These limbs are covered with bony plates and hollow 
inside, but though I once fancifully compared them in that 
respect with the limbs of insects, I must protest strongly against 
this expression of mine being quoted in favour of the arthropod 
theory of the derivation of the Vertebrata ! 

Nor do I think that there is any probability m the view pub· 
lished by Simroth nine years ago," narpely, that Pterichthys may 
have been a land animal which used its limbs for progression on 
dry ground, and that the origin of the heterocercal tail was tf1e 
bending up of the extremity of the vertebral axis caused by 1ts 
being dragged behind the creature in the act of walking. That 
view was promulgated before the discovery of the membranous 
expanse of the caudal fin in this genus. 

But though the Asterolepida are apparently related to and in
clusible in the Ostracodermi, the geological record is silent as 

1 Geol. Mag., March 1900. 
2 "Die Entstehung der Landthiere," Leipzig, I891. 
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to their immediate or:gin, no intermediate forms having been 
found connecting them more closely with either the Hetero
straci or the Osteostraci. In the possession of bone lacunze and 
of a dorsal fin they have a greater resemblance to the latter, but 
it may be looked upon as certain that they could have had no 
direct origin from that group. 

As regards the Ostracodermi as a sub-class, they become 
extinct at the end of the Devonian epoch, and cannot be credited 
with any share in the evolution of the fishes of more recent 
periods, not even if we restore the Coccosteans or Arthrodira to 
their fellowship. To the latter most enigmatical group, which I 
shall still continue to look upon as fishes, I shall make some 
reference further on. 

Coming now to say a word regarding the Elasmobranchii, it 
is plain from the fin-spines found in Upper Silurian rocks that 
they are of very ancient origin, and that if we. only them 
properly they would have a wonderful tale of evolutiOn to tell. 
But their internal skeleton is from its nature not calculated for 
preservation, and for the most part we only know those creatures 
from scattered teeth, fin-spines and shagreen, specimens show
ing either external configuration or internal structure being rare, 
especially in Palreozoic strata. But from what we do know, 
there is no doubt that the ancient sharks were less specialised 
than those of the present day, and that the recent N otidanids 
still preserve peculiarities which were common in the Selachii of 
past ages. 

If we ask whether the fossil sharks throw any light on the dis
puted origin of the paired limbs, whether from the specialisation 
of right and left lateral folds, or whether that type of limb 
called " iuchipterygium " by Gegenbaur, consisting of a central 
jointed axis with pre- and post-axial radial cartilage at
tached, was the original form, I fear we get no very definite 
answer from Elasmobranch palreontology. The paired fins of 
the Upper Devonian shark, Cladoselache, as described by Bash
ford Dean, Smith Woodward and others, seem to favour the 
lateral fold theory, and Cope pointed to the right and left series 
of small intermediate spines which in some Lower Devonian 
Acanthodei (Parexus and C!imatius) extend between the 
pectorals and ventrals as evidence of a former continuous lateral 
fin. So also, if I am right in looking on the lateral flaps of the 
Ccelolepidre as fins, the evidence of these ancient Ostracodermi 
would be in the same direction. 

But, on the other hand, we have the remarkable group of 
Pleuracanthidre, extending from the Lower Permian back to 
the Upper Devonian, in which the paired fins are represented 
by an "arc hi pterygium" which in the pectoral at least is 
biserial. 

From this biserial ''arc hi pterygium'' in the Pleuracanthidre, 
Prof. A. Fritsch, ten years ago,1 derived the tribasal arrangement 
of modern sharks, much according to the Gegenbaurian method, 
effecting, however, a compromise with the lateral fold theory 
by assuming that the Pleuracanth form originated from one, 
consisting of simple parallel rods, like that described in 
C!adoselache. 

In my description of the pectoral fin of the Carboniferous 
Cladodus Neilsoni 2 I have shown that the cartilaginous structures 
apparently present an uniserial archipterygium intermediate be
tween the arrangement in P!eu1·acanthus and that in the modern 
sharb, but I felt compelled to acknowledge that the specimen 
might also be interpreted in exactly the opposite way, namely, 
as an example of a transition from the " ptychopterygium" of 
C!adose!ache to the Pleuracanth and Dipnoan limb. And so in 
fact this fin of Cladodus is claimed in support of their views by 
both parties in the dispute. 

When we add that Semon emphatically denies that there is 
any proof for considering that the pectoral fin of Cladose/ache is 
primitive in its type, a and that Campbell Brown, in his recent 
paper on the Mesozoic genus Hybodus, 4 supports Gegenbaur's 
theory, it will be seen that Elasmobranch palreontology has not 
as yet uttered any very clear or decided voice on the question as 
to whether the so-called archipterygium is the primary form of 
paired fin in the fish, or only a secondary modification. We 
shall now inquire if we can obtain any more light on the subject 
from the Crossopterygii and Dipnoi. 

l "FaunaderGaskohle undder Kalksteine derPermformation BOhmens," 
voi. iii. Pt. i. (Prague, x8go), pp. 44-45· 

2 Trans. Geol. Soc. (Glasgow), vol. xi. Pt. i. x8g7, pp. 41-50. 
3 H Die Eiltwickelung der paarigen Flossen des Ceratodus Forsteri." 

(Jena, 18g8.) 
4 "Ueber das Genus Hybodus und seine systematische Stellung,' 

Palaeontograjhica, voL xlvi. 1900. 
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The Crossopterygii are a group of Teleostomous fishes, charac
terised externally by their jugular plates and lobate paired fins, 
and represented in the present day only by the African genera 
Po!ypterus and Calanzoichthys, which together form the peculiar 
family Polypteridre. The Crossopterygii appear suddenly in the 
middle of the Devonian period, their previous ancestry being 
unknown to us. 

Four families 1 are known to us in Palreozoic times -the Osteo
lepidre, Rhizodontidre, Holoptychiidre and Ccelacanthidre, but 
it is only with the first three that we have at present to deal. 
The Osteolepidre and Rhizodontidre, which appear together in 
Middle, and die out together in Upper Palreozoic times, re
semble each other very closely. In both we have the pair<Od 
fins, more especially the pectoral, obtusely or subacutely lobate; 
there are two separate dorsal fins, one anal, and the caudal, 
which usually heterocercal, though in some genera it is more 
or less diphycerca!. In both the teeth are conical and have the 
same complex structure, the dentine being towards the base 
thrown into vertical labyrinthic folds, exactly as in the Stego
cephalian Labyrinthodonts, and this along with the lung-like 
development of the double air-bladder in the recent Polypteridre 
has given rise to the view that from these forms the Stego
cephalia have originated. The nasal openings must have been 
on the under surface of the snout, as in the Dipnoi. 

Of these two so closely allied families we must conclude that 
the Osteolepidre are the more primitive, as in them the scales 
are acutely rhombic and usually covered with a thick layer of 
ganoine, while in the Rhizodontidre they are rounded, deeply 
imbricating, and normally devoid of the ganoine layer, which, 
however, occasionally recurs on the scales of Rltt"zodopsis and 
the fin-rays of Gyroptychius. 

What then of the structure of the paired fins? Fortunately 
in the Rhizodont genera Tristichopterus and Eusthenopteron the 
internal skeleton of the lobe was ossified, and what we see 
clearly exhibited in the pectoral of some specimens is striking 
enough. We have a basal piece attached to the shoulder-girdle 
and followed by a median axis of four ossicles placed end t.::> 
end. The first of these shows on its postaxial margin a strong 
projecting process, while to its preaxial side, close to its distal 
extremity, a small radial piece is obliquely articulated, and a 
similar one is joined also to the second and third segments of 
the axis. The arrangement in the ventral fin is essentially 
similar. 

In fact, we have in the Rhizodontidre a short uniserial 
"archipterygium," and the question is, Has this been formed 
by the shortening up and degeneration of an originally elongated 
and biserial one, or on the other hand do we find here a condi
tion in which the stage last referred to has not yet been 
attained? This question is inseparable from the next, whether 
the Rhizodonts or the Holoptychians form the most advanced 
type? 

The Holoptychiidre resemble the Rhizodontidre extremely 
closely in their external head-bones, in their rounded, deeply 
imbricating scales, and in the form and arrangement of their 
median fins. But the teeth show a more complex and special
ised structure than those of the Rhizodontidre ; the simple 
vertical vascular tubes formed by the repeated folding of the 
dentine in that family being connected by lateral branches 
around which the dentine tubules are grouped in such a way as 
to give rise in transverse sections to a radiating arborescent 
appearance ; hence the term "dendrodont." In this respect, 
then, the Holoptychiidre show an advance on the Rhizodontidre 
-what then of the paired fins? While the ventral remains sub· 
acutely lobate, as in the previous family, the pectoral has now 
assumed an elongated acutely lobate shape, with the fin-rays 
arranged along the two sides of a central scaly axis exactly as 
in the Dipnoi ; and though the internal skeleton has not yet 
been seen, yet, judging by analogy, we cannot escape the belief 
that it was in the form of a complete biserial "archipterygium." 

What, then, is the condition of affairs in the oldest known 
Dipnoan? 

The oldest member of this group with whose configuration we 
are acquainted is Diptenes, which likewise appears in the 
middle of the Devonian period simultaneously with the Osteo
lepidre, Rhizodontidre and Holoptychiidre. In external form it 
closely resembles a Holoptychian, having a heterocercal caudal 
fin, two similarly placed dorsals, one anal, and circular imbri
cating scales, which, however, have the exposed part covered 

I Five, if we the singular and still imperfectly known Tarrasiidre 
of the Lower Carbontferous. 
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with smooth ganoine. But now we have the ventrals as well as 
the pectorals acutely lobate in shape, and presumably archi
pterygial in structure ; the top of the head is covered with 
many small plates, there is no longer a dentigerous maxilla, the 
skull is autostylic, and the palatopterygoids and the mandibular 
splenial are like those of Ceratodus and bear each a tooth-plate 
with radiating ridges. 

Now, comparing Dipterus with the recent Ceratodus and 
Protopter$ts, the first conclusion we are likely to draw is, that 
the older Dipnoan is a very specialised form, that its heterocercal 
tail and separate dorsals and anal are due to specialisation from 
the continuous diphycercal dorso-ano-caudal arrangement in the 
recent forms, that the Holoptychiidre were developed from it by 
shortening up of the ventral archipterygium, as well as by the 
changes in cranial structure, and that the Rhizodontidre and 

are a still more specialised series in which the pee· 
toral archipl-erygium has also shared the fate of the ventral in 
becoming shortened up and uniserial. 

Five years ago, however, M. Dollo, of the Natural History 
Museum at Brussels, the well-known describer of the fossil rep· 
tiles of Bernissart., proposed a new view to the effect that the 
process of evolution had gone exactly in the opposite direction ; 1 

and after !Gog consideration of the subject I find it difficult to 
escape from the conclusion that this view is more in accordance 
with the facts of the case, though, as we shall see, it also has its 
own difficulties. 

I have already indicated above that we are, on account of the 
more structure of the teeth, justified in considering 
the H oloptychians, with their acutely lobate pectorals, a newer 
type than the Rhizodonts, even though they did not survive so 
long in geological time. What, then, of the question of 
autostyly? 

We do not know the suspensorium of Holoptychius, but that 
of the Rhi;z;odontidre was certainly hyostylic, as in the recent 
Polypterus. Now as there can be no doubt that the autostylic 
condition of skull is a specialisation on the hyostylic form, as 
seen also in the Chimreroids and in the Amphibia, to suppose 
that the hyostylic Crossopterygii were evolved from the autostylic 
Dipnoi is, to say the least, highly improbable; in my own 
opinion, as well as in that of M. Dollo, it will not stand. 
And if we assume a genetic connection between the two 
groups it is in accordance with all analogy to look on the 
Dipnoi as the children and not as the parents of the 
Crossopterygii. 

M. Dollo adopts the opinion of Messrs. Balfour and Parker 
that the apparently primitive diphycercal form of tail of the 
recent Dipnoi is secondary, and caused by the abortion of the 
termination of the vertebral axis as in various "Teleostei," so 
that no argument can be based on the supposition that it repre
sents the original "protocercal " or preheterocercal stage. Very 
likely that is so, but it is not of so much importance for the 
present inquiry, as both in the Osteolepidre and Rhizodontidre 
we find among otherwise closely allied genera some which are 
heterocercal, others more or less diphycercaL Dip!opterus, for 
example, differs from Thursius only by its diphycercal tail, and 
in like manner among the Rhizodontidre Tristichopterus is 
heterocercal, Eusthenopteron is nearly diphycercal, and there 
can be no doubt that, in spite of this, their caudal fins are 
perfectly homologous structures. 

But of special interest is the question of the primitive or non. 
primitive nature of the continuity of the median fins in the recent 
Dipnoi. Like others I was inclined to believe it primitive, and 
that the broken-up condition of these fins in Dipterus was a 
subseque.nt specialisation, and in fact gave the series Phanero· 
jleuron, Scaumenacia, Dipterus macropterus and D. Valenden· 
nesii as illustrating this process of differentiation. This view of 
course draws on the imperfection of the geological record in 
assuming the existence of ancient pre-Dipterian Dipnoi with 
continuous median fins, which have never yet been discovered. 
But Dollo, using the very same series of forms; showed good 
reason for reading it in exactly the opposite direction. 

The series is as follows :-
(I) Dipte•·us Valencimnesii, Sedgw. and Murch., from the 

Orcadian Old Red, and the oldest Dipnoan with whose shape 
we are acquainted, has two dorsal fins with short bases, a 
heterocercal caudal, and one short-based anaL 

(2) Dipterus macropterus, Traq., from a somewhat higher 
horizon in the Orcadian series, has the base of the second dorsal 
much extmded, the other fins remain ing as before. 

1 "Sur Phylogenie des Dipne ustes., •• Soc. beige glol. j>aliont. 
kydr., vol. tx. x8gs. 
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(3) In Scaummacia curta (Whiteaves), from the Upper 
Devonian of Canada, the first dorsal has advanced considerably 
towards the head, and its base has now become elongated, while 
the second has become still larger and more extended, though 
still distinct from the caudal posteriorly. 

(4) In Phaneropleuron Andersoni, Huxley, from the Upper 
Old Red of Fifeshire, the two dorsal fins are now fused with 
each other and with the caudal, forming a long continuous fin 
along the dorsal margin, while the tail has become nearly 
diphycercal, with elongation of the base of the lower division of 
the fin. Bltt the anal still remains separate, narrow, and short· 
based. 

(5) In the Carboniferous Uronemus lobatus, Ag., the anal is 
now also absorbed in the lower division of the caudal, forming 
now, likewise on the hremal aspect, a continuous median lin be· 
hind the ventrals. There is also a last and feeble remnant of a 
tendency to an upward direction of the extremity of the vertebral 
axis. 

(6) In the recent Ceratodus Forsteri, Krefft, the tail is diphy
cercal (secondary diphycercy), the media n fins are continuous, 
the pectorals and ventrals retain the biserial acchipterygium, but 
the cranial roof-bones have become few. 

(7) In Protopterus annectens, Owen, the body is more eel-like, 
and the paired fins have lost the lanceolate leaf-like appearance 
which they show in Ceratodus and the older Dipnoi They are 
like slender filaments in shape, with a fringe on one side of 
minute dermal rays ; internally they retain the central jointed 
axis of the " archipterygium," but according to Wiedersheim the 
radials are gone, except it may be on-e pair at the very base of 
the filament. 

(8) Finally, in Lepidost'rm paradoxa, Fitz., the paired fins are 
still more reduced, having become very small and short, with 
only the axis remaining. 

From this point of view, then, Diprerus, instead of being the 
most specialised Dipnoan, is the most archaic, and the modern 
Ceratodus, Protopterus and Lepidosinn are degenerate forms, and 
instead of the Crossopterygii being the offspring of Dipterus-like 
forms, it is exactly the other way, the Dipnoi owing their origin to 
Holoptychiidre, which again are a specialisation on the Rhizo· 
dontidre, though they did not survive so long as these in 
geological time. Consequently the Ceratodus limb, with its long 
median segmented axis and biserial arrangement of radials, is not 
an archipterygium in the literal sense of the word, but a deri
vative form traceable to the short uniserial type in the Rhizo
donts, But from what form of fin that was derived is a question 
to which palreontology gives us no answer, for the progenitors 
of the Crossopterygii are as yet unknown to us. 

Plausible and attractive as this theory undoubtedly is, and 
though it relieves the palreontologist from many difficulties 
which force themselves upon his mind if he tries to abide by the 
belief that the Dipnoan form of limb had a selachian origin, and 
was in turn handed on by them to the Crossopterygii, yet it is 
not without its own stumbling-blocks. 

First, as to the dentition, on which, however, M. Dollo does 
not seem to put much stress, it is impossible to derive Dipterus 
directly from the Holoptychiidre, unless it suddenly acquired, as 
so many of us have to do as we grow older, a new set of teeth. 
The dendrodont dentition of Ho/optychius could not in any way 
be transformed into the ctenodont or ceratodont one of Dipterus: 
both are highly specialised conditions, but in different directions. 
Semon has recently shown that the tooth-plates of the recent 
Ceratodus arise from the concrescence of numerous small simple 
conical teeth, at first separate from each other. 1 Now this stage 
in the embryo of the recent form represents to some extent the 
condition in the Uronemidre of the Carboniferous and Lower 
Permian, which stand quite in the middle of Dollo's series. 

Again, the idea of the origin of the Dipnoi from the Crosso
pterygii in the manner sketched above cuts off every thought of a 
genetic connection between the biserial archipterygium in them 
and in the Pleuracanthidre, so that we should have to believe 
that this very peculiar type of limb arose independently in the 
Selachii as a parallel development. It may be asked, Why not? 
We may feel perfectly assured that the autostylic condition of the 
skull in the Holocephali arose independently of that in the 
Dipnoi, as did likewise a certain amount of resemblance in their 
dentition. But those who from embryological grounds oppose 
any notion of the origin of the Dipnoi from '' Ganoids" might 
here say, if they chose, If so, why should not also the same form 
of limb have been independently evolved in Crossopterygii? 

Accordingly, while philosophic palreontology is much indebted 
I "Die Zahnentwickelung des Ceratodus Forsle1·i." (Jena, 1899.) 
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to M. Dollo for his brilliant essay, and though we must agree 
with him in many things, such as that the Crossopterygii were 
not derived from the Dipnoi, and that the modern representatives 
of the latter group are degenerate forms, yet as to the immediate 
ancestry of the Dipnoi themselves, and the diphyletic origin of 
the so-called archipterygium, we had best for the present keep 
an open mind. 

In his "Catalogue of the Fossil Fishes" in the British Museum 
(val. ii. 1891), Dr. Smith Woodward, following the suggestion of 
Newberry in 1875, classified the Coccosteans or "Arthrodira" 
as an extremely specialised group of Dipnoi. At first I was 
much taken with that idea, but after looking more closely into 
the subject I began to doubt it extremely. My own opinion at 
present is that the Coccosteans are Teleostomi belonging to the 
next order, Actinopterygii; but Prof. Bashford Dean, of New 
York, will not have them to be even " fishes," but places them 
in a distinct class of "Arthrognatha,'' which he places next to 
the Ostracophori even hinting at a possible 
union with them, whereby the old " Placodermata" of McCoy 
would be restored. It will, therefore, be better to leave them 
out of consideration for the present, pending a thorough re· 
examination of their structure and affinities. 

We come then to the great order of Actinopterygii, to which 
a large number of the fishes of later Pal::eowic age belong, as 
well as the great mass of those of Mesozoic, Tertiary and 
Modern times. Of these we first take into consideration the 
oldest sub-order, namely, the Acipenseroidei or Sturgeon tribe, 
in which the dermal rays of the median fins are more numerous 
than their supportiag ossicles, while the tail is, in most, com
pletely heterocercal. And the oldest family of Acipcnseroids 
with which we are acquainted is that of the 
which, in addition to well-developed cranial and facial hones, 
has the body normally covered with rhombic ganoid scales 
furnished with peg-and-socket artict1lations. Of this family one 
genus, Cheiro!ipis, appears in the same Devonian strata 
{Orcadian series} with the earliest known Crossopeterygi1, and 
of its immedia{e ancestry we know no more than we do of theirs. 
Cheiro!epis is a fully evolved palreoniscid, as sh<Jwn by its 
-oblique suspensorium, wide gape, and other points of its structure. 
In the Lower Carboniferous wcks of Scotland, where the family 
attains an cnor!':lous develop1ncnt, we F.r.d nne or two genera, e.g. 
Cmw!Jiu<, which appear less specialised, as the suspensorium is 
nearly vertical, and the mouth consequently smaller. 

This family endures up to the Purbeck diYision of th<: Jurassic 
formation, and in the Carboniferous Cryplzio!epis, the Lower 
Permian Trissolepis and the Jurassic Cocco!epis we find the 
same degeneration of the rhombic scales into those of a circular 
form and imbricating arrangement, which we find repeated in other 
groups of "Ganoids." In fact, in one Carboniferous genus, 
Phanero.<feon, the scales disappear altogether with the exception 
-of those on the body in the upper lobe of the caudal 
fin, and a few just behind the shou!der-girdle. 

And in these Palreozoic times we notice also a side branch of 
the Palreoniscidre, constituting the family Platysomidre, in which, 
while the median fins acquire elongated bases, the body becomes 
shortened up and deep in contour. The scales become high anrl 
narrow, their internal rib and articular spine coincident with the 
anterior margin ; the suspensorilim, too, instead of swinging 
back as in the typical tends to be. directed 
obliqu.ely forward, wl•ile the snout becomes simultaneously 
elongated in front of the nares. 

A most interesting series of forms can be set up, beginning 
with Eurynotus, whkh, thollgh it has the platysomid he?.rl 
contour and a long-based dorsal, has only a slight deepening ol 
the body, ancl still retains the palreoniscid squamation anrl a 
short-basecl anal fin. In which resembles Eurynotus 
in shape, being only slightly deeper, we have now the charac
teristic platysomid squamation, and the base of the anal fin is 
considerably elongated. P!aty;omtts has a still more dongated 
anal fin, and the body is rhombic ; while in Clteirodus :he body 
is still deeper in c::>ntour, with peculiar dorsal and ventral peaks, 
long fringing dorsal and anal fins, while the ventrals seem to 
have disappeared altogether. He1e also, as in the allied genus 
Clleirodopsis, the se;nrate cylindro-conical teeth characteristic of 
the family are, on the palatal and splenial bvnes, replaced by 
dental plates, reminding us of those of the Dipnoi. Certainly 
the Platysomirlre seem to me to form a morphological series 
tellinp: as strongly in favour of Descent as any other in the 
<lom:<in of palreontology. 1 

1 R. H. u Structure and Platy-.omidc:e," Trans. 
Boy. Soc. Edin., xxix. 1879, pp. 3-H-J9I· 
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If we now return to the Pal:::eoniscidre we find that they 
dwindled away in numbers in the Jurassic rocks, and finally 
became extinct at the close of that epoch. But already in the 
Lias (leaving the Triassic Catopteridre out of consideration for 
the present) we find that they have sent off another offshoot 
sufficiently distinct to be reckoned as a new and separate family, 
namely, the Chondrosteidre, in which the path of degeneration, 
in all but the matter of size, seems to have been entered on. 

In the genus Chondrosteus, though the palreoniscid type is 
clearly traceable in the cranial structure, there is marked 
degeneration as regards the amount of ossification, and though 
the suspensorium is still obliquely directed backward the tooth
less jaws are comparatively short, and the mouth seems now to 
have become tucked in under the snout as in the recent 
sturgeon. Then the scales have entirely disappeared from the 
skin except on the upper lobe of the heterocercal caudal fin, 
where they are still found arranged exactly as in the 
Pal<eoniscidre. 

Chondrostezts in fact conducts us to the recent Acipen
seroids-the Polyodontidre (Paddle-fishes) and Acipenseridre 
(Sturgeons). 

The first of these resembles Chondrosteus in the nakedness of 
the skin, except on the upper lobe of the caudal fin, 1 the more 
palreoniscid aspect of the external cranial plates, such of them as 
remain, for they are now still further reduced. But in front of 
the mouth and eyes there is an addition in the form of an 
enormous vertically flattened paddle-shaped snout covered above 
and below with a large number of small ossifications. 

The sturgeons have, however, nearly altogether lost the 
palreoniscid arrangement of the cranial roof-bones, which, 
strange to say, now exhibit an arrangement reminding us of 

i that in Dipterus, and the external facial plates are still more 
reduced than even in Po!yodon; but we may note a very strong 
resemblance to Chondrosteus in the position of the mouth, the 
edentulous jaws, and the jugal bone, indeed also in the palatal 
apparatus. 

So the sturgeons and paddle-fishes ofthe present day would 
seem to be the degenerate, though bulky, descendants of the 
once extensively-developed group of Palreoniscidre, even as the 
modern Dipnoi are degenerated from those of Palreozoic 
times. 

We now notice another apparent offshoot of the Palreoniscidre, 
namely, the family of Catopteridre (Catopterus and Dictyopyge), 
which is limited to rocks of Triassic age. Unfortunately the 
osteology of the head is not well known, but Dr. Smith Wood
ward's observations are to the effect that both the head and 
shoulder-girdle are of palreoniscoid type. The relationship of 
these small fishes to the Palreoniscidre is shown by the general 
shape, the number and position of the fills, the ganoid 
scales and the close arrangement of the rays of the medran fins. 
But the rays of the d<lrsal and anal fins are now almost equal in 
number to their supporting ossicles, and the tail has become 
only abbreviate heterocercal. That is to say, the caudal body 
prolongation no longer proceeds to the termination of the upper 
lobe, which is reduced in size and in the number of its rays. The 
Catopteridre are obviously an annectent group, as although from 
their abbreviate heteroccrcal tail they have usually been placed 
in the next sub-order, Dr. Smith Woodward prefers to look 
upon them as Chrondrostei (i.e. Acipenseroidei}. 2 \Vherever we 
place them they express the of a set of changes 
towards a more modern type of fish, which are emphasised in 
the great series of Lcpidosteoid fishes ( Protospondyli + ,-Etheo· 
'iJO::tdyE of Woodward), being the fishes mure or less 
allied to the recent Bony Pike of North America. 

Bur these changes must have been well advanced before the 
Triassic era, for already in the Upper Permian occurs the genus 

: Acot!rophqrur, whose fellowship with Semionotus, Lepido!tts, 
and all the rest of the series of Mesozoic semi-heterocercal 
"Ganoids" is at once obvious. 

If we look at the configuration of a typical Jurassic member 
of this series, such as Lepidotus or Eugnathus, we shall at once 
sec that we are a stage nearer the modern osseous fish. Though 
the scales are bony, rhombic, and ganoid we are struck by the 
"Tcleostean "-Eke of the ex lerna! bones and plates of 

1 Collinge howevr.r, found rudimentary. sca:e:; in the skin of th.e recent 
Po!ydon fotinm (fourn. A nat. a11d Phys., tX .. PP· and L0pe has 
de:;crihed an allled Eoce:1e geaus, Crossoplzolrs, m whtcn. mmute scales are 
see!l (.Vem. 1Vat . .A cad. Sciuzas, iii. 1886, pp. r6z- 163). 

Smith \Voodw:.1.nl abo refers the Belonorhy:1chidre of 
Trias to the same .sub·order on account of excess of the number \ f the: 
dermal rays. of the dorsal and anal O\'er th(l.t of their supporting ossicle:., 
even although the tail is here dipbycercal. 
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the head, the rays of the dorsal and anal fins are fewer and 
correspond in their number to that. of the internal supports or 
"interspinous" bones, while in the caudal we see again the 
serni-heterocercal or abbreviate- heterocercal condition we 
noticed above in Catopterus. 

Then if we refer to the tail of Lepz'dosteus itself we shall 
observe how few are its rays and how evident it is that we have 
here to do only with the lower lobe of the original palreoniscoid 
caudal fin. For a convincing corroboration of this we have only 
to look at the tail of the embryo Lepidosteus as described and 
figured by Prof. A. Agassiz to see that it in reality passed 
through an Acipenseroid stage, and the last we see of the upper 
lobe of this tail is in the form of a filament which projects from 
the top of the original lower lobe and 1hen disappears. 

Again, in these Lepiclosteid forms we have a repetition of the 
same tendency for the thick rhombic, peg-and-socket articula
ting scales to become rounded and imbricating as we saw in the 
Crossopterygii and again in the Palaeoniscidre. So, for instance, 
in Caturus, which has been shown by Dr. Smith Woodward to 
resemble Eug11athus so closely in structure, the scales are deeply 
overlapping, and most of them "cycloidal" in shape. To such 
an extent does this go that in the recent Amia, whose skeletal 
structure so clearly shows it to belong to this group, the rounded 
scales are so thin and flexible that after it was removed from the 
Clupeoid family, or Herrings, and placed among the" Ganoids" 
it was considered to be the type of a distinct sub-order of 
"Amioidei." Ten years ago, however, Dr. Beard came to the 
conclusion, from anatomical and embryological data, that this 
division could no longer be maintained, and that the Amioids 
must in fact be united with the L epidosteids. 1 Dr. Smith 
Woodward has, therefore, in the third volume of his catalogue, 
done well to reduce the "Amioidei" to the rank of a family, 
including also the Jurassic genua L iodesmus and Megalurus, 
and to place this family close to the Eugnathid re. 

As the Asipenseroids dwindled away after the close of the 
great Palreozoic era, and are now scantily represented only by 
the degenerate paddle-fishes and sturgeons, so the Lepidosteid 
series, flourishing greatly in the Trias and Jura, in their turn 
declined in the Cretaceous, and in the Tertiary period became 
about as much a thing of the past as they are now, the North 
American Lepidosteus and Amia, of which remains of extinct 
species have also been found in Eocene and Miocene rocks, only 
remaining. These two genera can, however, hardly be called 
" degenerate." 

But that the fishes which succeeded the Lepidosteids in 
populating the seas and rivers of the globe were evolved from 
them there can be no reasonable doubt, while it equally Clear 
that they branched off at an early period, as already in the 
Trias we find the first representatives of the order of Tsospondyli, 
.which contains our familiar Herrings, Salmonids, Elopids, 
Scopelids, &c. For Dr. Smith Woodward has not only 
definitely placed the Jurassic Leptolepidre and Oligopleuridre in 
the Isospondyli, but also the Pholidophoridre, which appear in 
the Trias and extend to the Purbeck. And it is of special 
interest that in the Pholidophori the scales are still brilliantly 
ganoid and mostly retain the peg-and-socket articulation, while 
in the allied Leptolepidre, although they have become thin and 
circular, a layer of ganoine mostly remains. 

With the Isospondyli we now get fairly among the bony fishes 
of modern type-Teleostei as we used to call them-to which 
other sub-orders are added in Cretaceous and Tertiary times, 
and which in the present day have assumed an overwhelming 
numerical preponderance over all other fishes. The prevalent 
form of scale among these is thin, rounded, deeply imbricating, 
and with the posterior margin either plain (cycloid) or serrated 
(ctenoid). But that these ''cycloid" and "ctenoid " scales are 
modifications from the rhombic osseous "ganoid" type we 
cannot doubt after what we have seen. It is indeed strange 
that the same tendency to the change of rhombic into circular 
overlapping scales should have occurred independently in more 
than one group. 

For reasons given at the beginning, and also because I fear I 
have already exceeded the limit of time usually allotted to such 
an Address, I must now stop. 

But in conclusion I may allude to a well-known fact regarding the 
tail of these modern fishes, the bearing of which on the doctrine 
of Descent is sufficiently clear and has long been recognised. 

1 "The I nter·relationships of the lchthyopsida,,. A 1talomischer Anzei'ger, 
1B9o. Smith Woodward arrived at the same result in 1893 from the study 
of the Jurassic genera I ejtdotus and Dajudi•Js. See Pruc. Zoo/. S oc. Lond., 
June zo, t893, pp. 559-s6s. 
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We have seen that the completely heterocercal tail of the 
typical Acipenseroid becomes, by abortion of the upper lobe 
and shortening of the axis, the semi-heterocercal one of the 
Lepidosteids, in most of which, however, the want of symmetry 
is still perceptible externally by a short projection or "sinus" 
of scales which is directed obliquely upward at the beginning of 
the top of the fin. In the ordinary bony fishes and in some 
Lepidosteids also the caudal fin becomes likewise symmetrical, 
as seen from the outside ; generally also bilobate, though the 
upper lobe is· not that of a Palreoniscid or Sturgeon. This con
dition of tail has been long known as "hornocercal." But in 
many such homocercal tails, when we dissect a way the skin and 
soft parts, the upward bend of the vertebral axis is revealed, and 
in some, as in the Salmon, the extremity of the vertebral axis 
is continued as a cartilaginous style among the rays near the 
upper margin of the fin. But there are many others, such, for 
instance, as the peculiarly specialised group of Pleuronectidre or 
flat fish es, in which the skeleton of the caudal extremity looks 
quite symmetrical, but yet in the embryo the extremity of the 
notochord is seen to have an upward bend., showing that the 
homocercal tail is indeed a specialisation on the old heterocercal 
one. It is strange that though this embryological fact was long 
ago pointed out by Agassiz, and though he noted its great 
interest in connection with the prevalence of heterocercy among 
the Palreozoic fishes, yet he remained to the end an opponent of 
evolution. But this is just one of these instances in which 
Phylogeny and Ontogeny wutually illustrate each other. Why, 
otherwise, should the tail of the embryo stickleback or flounder 
be heterocercal 7 

Incompletely as I have treated the subject, it cannot hut be 
acknowledged that the palreontology of fishes is not less emphatic 
in the support of Descent than that of any other division of the 
animal kingdom. But in former days the evidence of fossil 
ichthyology was by some read otherwise. 

It is now a little over forty years since Hugh Miller died : he 
who was one of the first collectors of the fossil fishes of the 
Scottish Old Red Sandstone, and who knew these in some 
respects better than any man of his time, not excepting Agassiz 
himself. Yet his life was spent in a fierce denunciation of the 
doctrine of evolution, then only in its Lamarckian form, as 
Darwin had not yet electrified rhe world with his " Origin of 
Species." Many a time I wonder greatly what Hugh Miller 
would have thought had he lived a few years longer, so as to 
have been able to see the remarkable revolution which was 
wrought by the publication of that book. 

The main argument on which Miller rested was the " high" 
state of organisation of the ancient fishes of the Palreozoic 
formations, and this was apparently combined with a confident 
assumption of the completeness of the geological record. As to 
the first we know of course that evolution means the 
passage from the more general to the more special, and that 
although as the general result an onward advance has taken 
place, yet specialisation does not always or necessarily mean 
" highness'' of organisation in the sense in which the term is 
usually employed. As to the idea of the perfection of the geo
logical record, that of course is absurd. 

We do not and cannot know the oldest as they would 
not have had hard parts for preservation, but we may hope to 
come to know many more old ones, and older ones still, than we 
do at present. My experience of the subject of fosil ichthyology 
is that it is not likely to become exhausted in our rlay. 

We are introduced at a period far back in geological history 
to certain groups of fishes some of which certainly are high in 
organisation as animals, but yet of generalised type, being fishes 
and yet having the potentiality of higher forms. But, because 
their ancestors are unknown to us, that is no evidence that they 
did not exist, and cannot overthrow the morphological testimony 
in favour of evolution with which the record actually does furnish 
us. We may therefore feel very sure that fishes, or "fish-like 
vertebrates,'' lived long ages before the oldest forms with which 
we are acquainted carne into existence. 

The modern type of bony fish, though not so ''high" in many 
anatomical points as that of the Selachii, Crossopterygii, Dipnoi, 
Acipenseroidei and Lepidosteoirlei of the Palreozoic and 
Mesozoic eras, is more specialised in the direction of the fish 
proper, and, as already indicated, specialisation and "highness" 
in the ordinary sense of the word are not necessarily coincident. 
But ideas about these things have undergone a wonderful change 
since those pre-Darwinian days, and though we shall never be able 
fully to-unravel the problems concerning the descent of animals, we 
'ee many things a great deal more clearly now than we did 
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SECTION F. enormous population, and the extension or retwgression of 
such crops deserves some of the attention of the agricultural 

SC!E:-ICE AND STATISTICS. statistician. Tea, cofiee, wine, spirits and beer are, it is not to 
ABRIDGED FROM THE OPEN!l'G ADDRESS BY MAJOR P. G. be forgotten, agricultural products in one clime or another, either 

CRAIGIE, V.P.S.S., PRESIDENT OF THE SECT!OI'i. directly or indirectly; and crops so important as sugar or tobacco 
OF all statistical work the enumeration of the units ofpopula are almost to be classed as neces,aries of existence. Of yearly 

tion must ever take the foremost place, and :m the eve of the growing importance is it also, in these days, when the animal 
census to be taken before many more months have passed a re- portion of our food supply bulks so much more fully than before 
ference to that impending task could hardly be omitted on in the daily rations of populations as they grow in wealth and 
this occasion. In common with all students of the machinery increase in consumptive power, that we should closely follow the 
of census-taking, I am sure I echo the feelings of the Section---as fluctuations in the llve stock maintaiaed for food and learn the 
1 do those of the Royal Statistical Society, who have long teaching of the agricultural returns on the manufacture of beef, 
laboured in this direction-in deeply regretting that the first of mutton, of pig meat, or of milk. 
census of the twentieth century is not to possess the distinction Although the attempt to grasp the relative magnitude of the 
many had hoped to see conferred upon it of being by preliminary agricultural production ot one State as compared with another, 
announcement -as I hope it may prove to be in ultimate or to note the growth or decline of its prominence in the culti
fact-the first of a series not of decennial but of quinquennial vation of particular stapks, or the manufacture of particular kinds 
countings of the people. of human food, is always an enterprise of difficulty in existing 

The growing complexity of social conditions and speed of life statistical conditions, it is one which has fascination for many 
in all its functions at the present date, contrasted with the classes of and politici:;.ns. . If attempted. at all, it is 
leisurely movements of a hundred years ago, would alone and , well to that there mevttable the 
amply jllstify a more frequent stock-taking of the inhabitants of 

1 

and that.tf any figures are rehed on as conclust'e then 
Great Britain than has been the practice in the past. The prac- be mterprettd by some kn_owledge of th.e con
tical wants of our much multiplied system o( local government dtll_ons of e:;.ch State and Its geographtcal, chmat1c and 
cannot fail, I believe, ere long to bring about the granting of an ! agncul.tural Circumstances. . . . 
intermediate numbering, even if for the moment other considera- : _Takmg a few of the most consptcuous of th<! sml, It 
tions overrule the more academic pleas .of statisticians for this .be that a very lcadmg States. are so pu
£eform, or the arguments, sound as I believe them to be, for a ttcula.r.y one or other .ype of that the 
permanent Census Office, a permanent Census Act, and a trained exammatlon of t?en records are therefore avatlable as gutdcs to 
and continuous Census Staff, to whom preparation of the ma- the course of a_ smgle . 
chinery beforehand and detailed elaboration of the results after . qutte two-thnds of the cottnn of the world IS grown 
the actual census year might with real economy be entrusted. m the Cmted States alone, where the so employed 

Although the proposal which has been before the International 25,_ooo,ooo acres as compared wtth under.9,ooo,ooo 
Statistical Institute in one form or another for a sychronous acres m lndta, the next largest cotton·grow_mg regwn 
"world's census," at the moment of passing from one century of whtch .statistical. record extsts .. woe:! the proauct; of 
to another, is hardly likely, for administrative reasons, and in Australasian Colomes of Great flocks 
view of the previous fixtures of the great census-taking Govern- exceed IOO,OOO,o<J? head-;:-makes the largest contnbut1.on 
ments of the earth, to be literally realised, the dates of the great to the t.otal. In nee, so .ar as stattsttcs carry u:, our 
countings of the nations will nevertheless come sufficiently close possess_wns head the hst of pr?ducers._ In the Enghsh 
for all practical comparisons. The great Russian enumeration, crop still prob.ably excetds the German m productiOn, 
on the success of which l'v1. is so heartily to be con· the latter o,ynh larKer area closely contests the ... In 
gratulated, is not yet long accomplished. The twelfth census of while the apparently. employed. m Bnt!sh 
the United States is now being taken. The Scandinavian Indta IS nearly double the acres m the Umtt;d .States, 
inquiry coincides with the century'g end, the Italian and no other country m our statistical record.s comes wlthm one
the Spanish censuses are already overdue, and both France seventh the area. The vmeyards of Italy are 
and England take their count within a few months after the returned as covenng_ 8,500,000 acres, those of France 
twentieth century has begun. 4,JOO,<;XJO whtle those of Anstna and Hungary, 

ne"t 7 c,m magmtude, cover but a seventh part of the 
last-mentioned figure. Russia bulks largely as a grower 
of flax, and alone shows a whole third of the area of barley 
recorded in all the countries which supply returns, and if in the 
case of potatoes the Russian acreage is not very different from 
that of Germany the total production of the latter empire 
reaches the largest aggregate of any sing1e country. 

Attempts to utilise statistical data, to determine the relative 
development of agriculture in different parts of the world and 
at different periods of time, are sometimes made with regard 
solely to what is described as the world's aggregate of one or 
two leading individual products as typical as the rest ; or, again, 
one or two typical countries, or at least countries where the 
available information is more complete than elsewhere, are 
chosen, and the course of development or decline of their crop 
areas or the several descriptions of their animal prcduce is traced 
and compared. 

Certain obvious objections, which it is well to recognise, im
pede the student of figures who resolves to proceed on the first 
of these methods. At the outset he is arrested by embarrass
ment attending the choice of what single products are to be held 
as representative of agricultural outturn. The most usual of all 
selections is that which restricts inquiries to the case of wheat. 
This course appears to be rendered, comparatively speaking, 
easy, as more has probably been written and more statistics, 
official or unofficial, theoretical or commercial, actual or ima
ginary, have been compiled with regard to this bread grain than 
for any other crop. But it is time we recognised that wheat has 
too much and too exclusive attention directed to it as a type of 
agricultural production. Very widely as it is undoubtedly used in 
the form of bread, even as food its place is occupied at one time 
or another, and in one country or another, by other substitutes, 
and its cultivation, is, after all, not the employment which de
mands the most attention and most skill at the hands of the 
agriculturist. Not only do rye and even maize serve as substitutes 
or supplements in feeding man, but other crops, such as oats, 
barley, millet, rice, and so on, have claims to greater notice than 
they receive, and play a direct as well as indirect part in 
providing food. Cotton, flax and wool are other typical 
products, the use of which for clothing is all·intportant to an 
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If the subject of inquiry be the place of wheat-growing in 
the world at one date or another, it would not be to the older 
European countries, other than at all events, we should 
turn to see where the surface so utilised was extending. 
Reckoned by the percentage of her cereal area which she still 
devotes to wheat, France, with 47 per cent. under the crop, 
or italy, with 55 per cent., would naturally be selected as 
typical wheat-growers ; but both are practically in a stationary 
or, collectively, even in a slightly retrograding position. It is 
on the other side of the Atlantic where the most note
worthy movements have occurred. In comparatively new 
exporting countries, such as Argentina and Canada, though 
the statistics from neither are com pletc, wheat areas 
still extend, and that of the C nited States, though fluctuating 
with great sensitiveness under varying price conditions, and 
moving from one centre to another westward or north· 
westward aero's the American continent, is now reported as 
covering 44,600,000 acres. This total, it must be allowed, 
whatever views may be held as to future progress, makes the 
United States a typical grower of this particular cereal. to which 
it gives an importance second only to the still more extensive 
product of American soil, to which we give the name of maize, 
but to which alone in American parlance is allowed the title 
of corn. 

The leading changes in the production of typical crops as 
measured l;>y the acreage, and the stock of cattle, sheep and 
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swine recorded at or near the c:Jmmenccment, the middle, ar.d 
the close of the past thirty years, may l.Je contrasted for export · 
ing countries with expanding populations and growing agri· 
culture, and in countries where these conditions are absent, or 
in a typical consuming centre like our own country. Relying 
on the agricultcral returns of the a table could 
be constructed, as under, for three dates within the past thirty 
yeats which furnish the following indication of agricultural 
changes:-

L'n ited 

Population, in million persons ... 
Area under maize, in mill ion acres 
Area under wheat 
Area under oats 
Area under cott nn 
Cattle (million head) 
Sheep 
Swine 

r ----.- -----·,-----
1 __ , s35 _j 18qq 

I I I I 3R·6 j' j6'I I 
38 6 73 ' I 
I \I o I 34 2 I 
8 8 I 22 8 I 
9 '9 I 

25'5 43·8 I 
40 9 I 50·4 
26 8 I 45. I I 

76'0 
82 ' I 
44'6 
26'3 
25 0 

43 9 
4 r '9 
38 '7 

----·--------------- ---------
In I 870 the l' nited States held, it would thus appear, a popula· 

tion of 38,6oo,ooo, and grew an acre of maize for each unit ot 
the population, and an acre of wheat for every two persons, 
and somewhat more than an acre of cotton for every four. At 
this period the surplus exported to other nations, it may l.Je 
added, represented two-thids of the cotton, rather more than 
one-fifth of the wheat, but less tban one per cent. of the maize. 

In I885 the population had augmented to an estimated total 
of j6,ooo,ooo, or by 45 per cent. The area under the crops 
above quoted had meantime been extended in nearly twice this 
ratio. The Ur.ited States exported still about two-thirds of the I 
cotton grown ; the wheat export was slightly greater in propor· 
tion to the product than before, or 26 per cent. ; while nearly 3

1 

per cent. of the mair.e crop found a market abroad. 
The population of the States is now estimated to have risen 

to 76,ooo,ooo, or twice what it was thirty years ago, although I 
the census has yet to say if this calculation has been realised. 
The cultivation of maize had meantime reached 8z,ooo,ooo 
acres. wheat was reported to cover 44 .ooo,ooo acrts, and cotton 

1 

25,000,000 acres, while the foreign market recei,•ed 65 per 
cent. of the cotton, 33 per cent. of the wheat, and now as 
much as 9 per cent. of the maize grown on these areas. \ 

In none of these cases, it will be noted, has the area under I 
crop failed to i.ncrease, bu I in all . the rate of increase was _dis
tinctly slower m the second than m the first half of the penod. 
If time sufficed to trace the annual course of movement between ! 
the contrasted dates, it might be well remembered that from 
187I onward to IR89, with only a single slight check in I887, 
the growth of the maize acreage has been continu!lnS. From 
1889 to 1894 fluctuations were reported yearly, ending in the 
latter year at a total acreage no higher than that of I88o, but 
returning again in a single year, if the record can be trusted, IO 1

1 the highest point reached. The wheat acreage movement has 
been more irregular, and the latest figures are complicated by 1 
the admitted corrections which were made to an amount of 
s,ooo,ooo acres for too low previous estimates in 1897. 
Allowing for this, the regular upward movement of the wheat 
acreage was apparently checked in I88o, and has only hegun 
again since rSg8 under the stimulus of higher prices in that 
year. 

---------------·· ·------
537 head only per rcoo inhal.Ji:ant5. These remarkable changes 
are worthy of note in connection with the exports of living 
animals and animal products, which last have been maintained 
at a·still higher level than before. 

- 'Turning to a country of nearly stationary population, provided 
for in the main from its own agricultural produce with only 

a>sistance from abroad, a like contrast for the beginning, 
the middle, and the end of the period under review will give 
roughly the results shown below. Here, although we are 
provided with an annual figure, the start has to be after 
the Franco-German war with the data two years later, or in 1872. 
(For table, see below). 

Thus in France, where wheat.growing has always had such a 
predominance among the cereals, the area is neither increasing 
nor diminishing. The to tal of 17,000,000 acres falls , however, 
somewhat short of the pro\'ision of an acre to two [><:rsons, 
which held good in the United States; but this is more thao 
corrected by the higher average yield, which is nearly 5 bushels 
per acre greater in France than in America. Taking \\heat and 
rye together, there are a mil!ion acres less of bread corn grown 
in France than there was when her slow-moving population was 
two millions smaller, or less than 58 acres to IOO persons now 
as against 6o acres to the 100 twenty-eight years ago. 

·-.------------·----, -' . • I ,sss 1 Fr:mce 

·Population, in million persons 
Area un<ler wheat, in million acres .. 
Area under oats 
Area under rye 
Area in vinPyards 
Cattle (million ht:ad) 
Sheep 
Swine 

I t RQS. 

I 1 ..,7 2 

36' ! 
17 ·r 
7 9 
4'7 
6·s 

II '3 
24 '6 

5 '4 

38'2 i-
17'2 

9'1 
4'1 
4'9 

I I3'! 
22'6 

58 

3x·s 
I 7 'I 
97 
y6 
4'3 1 

I3'4 1 

21 ' j I 

6 ·z 1 

The changes which the last quarter of the nineteenth century 
has seen in the leading features of l'"rench agriculture may be 
easily summarised. The populat ion of 1872 but little exceeded 
36,ooo,ooo, that of r885 reached 38,000,000, and the la test data 
only bring it up ro little over J8,joo,ooo. The wheat-growing 
area remains, it would appear, under conditions practically at 
I7,ooo,ooo acres, the only break to the general uniformity of 
the cultivation of this cereal (with which the returns include 
spelt) occurring in the season of 1891, when, under exceptional 
climatic conditions, only I 4,000,000 acres were harvested. 

There is one typical French agricultural product-wine
which has materially declined under circumstances which are 
well known . The vineyards of 1872, which were reported as 
covering 6, 500,000 acres, are now returned as less by a third of 
that area, and covering 4,JOO,OOO acres only. 

In cattle a mate ria: growth up to I885, but a very smal• 
increase since that year, is reported ; while if sheep, as· in an 
European countries, are fewer, the fall is less thafl in Germany, 
and it is most marked in the first half of the period. Swine iD 
France have steadily increased. As regards the cattle, it may 
be noted that France had 3I3 cattle to each rooo of her people 
in 1872, 345 in r885, and 352 per 1000 now. Of sheep the 
number per !000 is 560, against 681 at the earlier date. . 

Treating a few of the distinctive points of our own agn
culture in the same way at the beginning, middle, and end of 
the past thirty years, the statistics of the United Kingdom would 
give these results :-
------ · ·- - ·-------.. 

, _____ 
Unite<! Kingdom 188,5: I 99 ________________ , 

Population, in million persons . .. 3I '2 i 36'0 40'7 
Area under wheat, in million acres I 3'8 I 7.'6 2'! 
Area under oats 4" 4'I 

" 4 ·4 1 .) 

A rea under other corn 3 '6 3'1 z ·6 
Cattle (million head) 9'2 i 10 '9 I 1·3 
Sheep 32'8 30"I 3I7 
Swine 3'7 I 3'7 4'0 

! 

In live stock the development would seem to have been 
arrested altogether between I885 and the end of the century in 
the case of cattle, and turned into an absolute decline in the 
number of sheep and swine, although in the fifteen years before 
1885 cattle had increased more than 7 r per cent., swine 74 
per cent., and sheep 25 per cent. As a matter of fact the 
maximum number of cattle was reached in I892, when the 
numbers were 54,ooo,ooo, or ten millions more than at present, 
the stock of swine in a still greater ratio from the 
same year, and declining and rising again in the separate 
periods between I883 and I88g, and between 1893 and I897. 
If the ratio under each head to population is considered, it 
would appear that the United States possessed 66I cattle for 
every rooo of her citizens in rS7o. This was raised to 829 per 
1000 persons ir. 1885, while the r.ow has fallen agair. below 
the starting-point, or to 6o4 per rooo persons. Sheep ha\'e 
fallen in the thirty years from ro6o in rS7o to 88o, and now to 
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of population. From being a country with 5,000,000 fewer 
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mhabitants the United Kingdom is now one actually gteater 
by 2,00o,ooo persons than is France. This is an increase 
of more than 30 per cent., while the surface under 
wheat has heavily fallen, the main loss occurring under 
circumstances which have been amply discussed between 
1879 and 1895. With some revival, as in America, consequent 
on an improvement of price in recent years, the slight apparent 
decline I have shown in the cultivation of oats is in fact con
fined to Ireland, the area in Great Britain being greater than 
at the beginning of the period. The cattle stock of the United 
Kingdom is increased by some 23 per cent., and the swine by 
about 8 per cent., while our flocks of sheep have been main· 
tained at a level far exceeding that of other European States, 
and distinctive in a peculiar manner of the agriculture of Great 
Britain, for they still represent, as it appears, on the average 400 
sheep to every IOOO acres of land, against 164 in France, 8r in 
Germany, 32 in Belgium, and 17 in the United States. 

Passing to a comparison with another great country, which, 
like the United States, is a typical exporter of more than 
one form of agricultural produce, it may be asked how far 
the available statistics of Russia allow such information to be 
furnished. For the earliest of the three years contrasted the 
dates from the Russian empire are meagre and unsatisfactory. 
Poland must be excluded as blank in our statistics at that time, 
while as regards animals no figures at all would appear to have 
been made public for any of the last twelve years. With such 
qualifications as these, the available data for the nearest year in 
the larger crops stood as under:-

Russia in Europe (ex Poland) r8;o 
I 

188s r899 

----
Population, in million persons 65"7 8r 7 94"2 3 

Area of rye, in million acres 66•4 1 64"6 63"4 
Area of wheat 28"7 1 28·9 38·o 
Area of oats 

" 
32"8 1 34"9 36·r 

Area of other cereals, in million 
acres ? 31"4 34 ·2 

Cattle (million head) 22·8 23"6 2 (24·6) 4 

Sheep 48·r 46"7 2 (44"5) 4 

Swine 9"1 9"4 2 (9·2) 4 

------···--------
1 In r8;2. 'J In r883. 3 Census of 1897· 4 In r888. 

Thirty years ago the population of European Russia, ex 
Poland, would appear from such data as we possess to have 
been estimated in round numbers at under sixty-six million 
persons. It is given as somewhere about eighty-two millions in 
r885, and according to the recent census it is ninety-four· 
millions now. The bread corn of the country continues to be 
much more largely rye than wheat, and the area in the year 
1872, for which statistics are available, occupied by the former 
crop was practically an acre to the person, or in all 66,400,000 
acres, less than half an acre per inhabitant, or 29,ooo,ooo acres, 
being under wheat. The combined surface devoted to these 
two bread grains together was thus 95,ooo,ooo acres in the 
aggregate, or 145 acres to every roo persons. 

Fifteen years later, when the population was apparently 
greater by r6,ooo,ooo persons, or 24 per cent., the statistics of 
rye acreage indicate 2,ooo,ooo acres less than before, or 
64,6oo,ooo acres. The wheat acreage, if the official data be 
accepted, was little if at all in excess of the r872 figure, the rye 
and wheat together roughly giving I I 5 acres to r ro persons. 
The suggestion of this decline, while the exports of both grains 
were maintained or extended, affords an opportunity for closer 
inquiry into the basis of the published returns which are 
received from that country. 

But carrying the review of the official figures further, the 
very latest data for this section of the Russian territory would 
appear to indicate a yet further shrinkage in the acreage of 
rye, but accompanied now, as was apparently not the case 
until lately, by a considerable increase in land under 
wheat. The total of this cereal is now put as high 
as 38,ooo,ooo acres, but the net available area of 
bread-stuffs, although brought up to ror,ooo,ooo acres, 
represents a still diminishing ratio to population, or 
107 acres to every roo persons. Moreover, as Russia must 
be regarded as growing both wheat and rye for export as well 
as consumption, the larger proportions of her acreage which is 
employed in feeding a non-Russian population deserve to be 
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specially marked in this connection, when the low yields of both 
cereals are remembered. 

Whether the foregoing figures do indeed represent the facts of 
each period is, I think, a worthy object of inquiry for some of 
our younger statisticians, and it is a problem one would like to 
see solved as regards this particular country before venturing on 
any too confident conclusion as to what is the real meaning of 
the changes of the past, and what may be the future position in 
regard to the growth of bread-stuffsand the growth of population 
in the world as a whole. 

Calculations, however, such as those just quoted cannot fail 
to remind the student how very different in productive power the 
"acre" of wheat may be, and is, in different countries. Assuming 
that we take the existence of 38,ooo,ooo acres as reported of 
wheat land in Russia in Europe (ex Poland) to be proved, a com
parison of the estimated yields shows that such an area repre
sents less than r2,ooo,ooo acres of the productive power we are 
accustomed to in Great Britain. So, too, for the vast wheat 
area of the United States, it takes two and a third acres to pro
duce what is now our average yield in this country. Three 
Indian or three Italian acres of wheat of the calibre now in use 
would in the same way be required to supply the number of 
bushels that a single acre of our soil in the climate we enjoy, 
and worked under the system of farming that we practise here, 
would in ordinary seasons produce. In other extensive areas of 
wheat-growing the yields, though greater than the above, are 
very considerably below our own, the Austrian, Hungarian and 
French yields standing at r6, 17 and r8 bushels respectively, 
against the 30 bushels which is apparently the average yield of 
the last five years in the United Kingdom. Only when we 
come to very small total areas do we find instances where the 
average wheat yields approach or over any considerable periods 
exceed our own. When Denmark, for example, is referred to 
as reaching 42 bushels per acre in the season of 1896, it is not 
to be forgotten that only a minute area of selected land, in this 
case only 84,000 acres, is devoted to this cereal. Results 
realised on this small scale can hardly be spoken of as an average 
in contrast with those of countries where millions of acres are 
grown, and can usually be paralleled in some sections of the 
bigger country. 

Nor should it be forgotten, if the agricultural position of one 
State be compared with another, how widely the conditions of 
different parts vary from the picture presented by the average 
figures credited to the State as a unit, and how often sections of 
one country differ more from each other agriculturally than from 
the country with which they are contrasted. Within the United 
Kingdom alone we are, or ought to be, familiar with essential 
local differences of this type, which have to be kept in mind. 
Even in respect of the relative density of population and the 
number of mouths to be sustained in a given area, it may be 
quite correct to describe every rooo acres in the United King
dom as carrying on their surface on the average 519 persons, 
but it may be remembered with advantage that, considered 
geographically apart, Scotland, for example, is a country of but 
220 persons, and Ireland of but 219, to the rooo acres of area. 

Such a position suggests that it might be lair to draw our 
agricultural comparisons between Scotland or Ireland as units of 
area, and such a country as Denmark, where the population 1s 
248 to the rooo acres. Thus one-third of the cereal area of 
England is still devoted to the growth of wheat, while Denmark 
has but 3 per cent. so occupied, thereby resembling Scotland or 
Ireland, where some 4 per cent. only of the corn is wheat. 
Similarly, on this population basis, Austria with 320 persons, or 
Switzerland with 312, to the rooo acres may be not inappropri
ately classed with Wales, where the density is 345· In parti
cular, an examination of the live stock maintained by each rooo 
acres of the surface in all these cases affords parallels and 
contrasts which are both interesting and instructive. (For 
table, see p. 5 r 2. ) 

Thus Wales bears easily the palm as regards the total stock 
of sheep carried, while Ireland, with a population practically 
bearing a similar ratio to that of Scotland to her surface, has 
more than three times as dense a stock of cattle and more than 
eight times as many pigs, although not much more than half as 
many sheep to the rooo acres. Although beaten a> regards the 
number of pigs maintained on a given area by Denmark and by 
Hungary, Ireland's cattle are more than twice as numerous 
relatively as those of FraPce, where the population is not so 
very different in proportion to the soil. 
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Country 

Ireland ... 
Scotland 
Hungary 
Denmark 
France ... 
Switzerland 
Austria .. . 
Wales .. . 

Per rooo Ar.res of Total Area 

Persons ___::::_1 Sheep Swine 

219 
220 
232 
248 
293 
311 
320 
345 

217 
64 
8<; 

186 
103 
132 
U7 
147 

207 
390 
102 
I I 5 
164 
27 
43 

685 

61 
7 

92 
88 
48 
57 
48 
so 

Among countries where the areas are still greater in propor
tion to the resident population it may not be without interest to 
group together-as regards their present density-persons, 
cattle, sheep and swine. 

Per rooo Acres of Total Area 

Countries 

P•-"' I ""''" I eo •• , Swine 
- ---

New South Wales 7 10 ! 221 
New Zealand II 18 I 294 3 
victoria 21 32 234 6 
Norway 26 131 181 21 
United States ... 32 19 17 17 
Sweden 49 25 13 8 
Russia (ex Po!ind) 66 20 2 362 72 

1 In r8go. 2 In r888. 

Such figures serve to emphasise the vast difference between 
the flocks maintained in our Australasian Colonies and the other 
countries in this group. 

The animal wealth of England by herself, omitting the Celtic 
fringes above quoted, may be compared with a nearer competitor. 
Belgium has 893 persons to 1000 acres, England 925 ; and 
Belgium ha<; 195 head of cattle and 160 head of swine, but only 
32 sheep, on an average area of this size in her little kingdom, 
against 144 cattle, 64 pigs, and as many as 488 sheep in England. 
Were the comparison to be made more closely yet, the cattle 
stock of Belgium agrees closely in point of density with, 
say, the particular division of our area comprising the north
western counties of England, which have 194 cattle to 1000 
acres, or considerably more than the great butter-exporting 
country of Denmark, and at least a very close approach to the 
197 head per 1000 acres which are to be found in the fat 
pastures of the Netherlands. 

These limited comparisons on single points of agricultural 
production in single countries do not, I know, satisfy the de
mands which are often made for world-wide and com
parisons on a larger scale. I confess I somewhat distrust the 
strength and due coherence of the statistical hricks on which 
these heroic conclusions are built up. It is most usual in corn 
trade journals, and the practice is sometimes followed in 
serious debate and reproduced in the year-books of the United 
States Government, to give a yearly picture of at least the world's 
wheat crop. For the close comparison of one season with 
another much must depend on the sufficiency of the weakest 
item in the account, and weakness is sure to creep in some· 
where when crops are estimated on varying systems, at different 
dates, and on authorities of unequal value. The definitions 
adopted by one calculator as to the limits of the " worlcl " varv 
from those of another, and commercial estimates, as they are 
called, may be, at the discretion of the computer, substituted 
for or adopted in the absence of official data, so that the guesses 
at a single country's harvest may differ more widely from each 
other than would account for the total margin between one 
year's aggregate supply and another, to the confounding of 
satisfactory conclusions as to what is really happening. Last 
but not least of the obstacles to uniform grouping of harvests in 
complete years-ending as these years do at different periods
is the fact, not to be overlooked, that wheat harvests are being 
gathered somewhere in every month in the twelve. 

One is driven back then to the attempt to rest opinions on 
the growth of one form of culture or another on recorded acre-
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age, rather than assumed production. Yet even here a good 
illustration of the difficulty of any extensive compilation may be 
found in the tentative memorandum Sir Robert Giffen put 
before the last Royal Commission on Agriculture as indicating, 
with many necessary reservations and qualifications, the 
relative movements of grain area, live stock, and population in 
the twenty years before 1893. Briefly, the earlier totals brought 
into conjunction for this purpose were made up, as regards the 
population figures taken to represent the starting-point of 1873, 
from the statistics of groups of countries and colonies at dates 
for the most part about 1871-3, but in some instances ranging 
back to 1866 and on to 1881, and aggregating 365,8oo,ooo per
sons. Against these were set a total of 461 ,8oo,ooo persons, 
enumerated, for the most part, about 1890-93, but in a few 
instances, where later data were wanting, going back to 188o-88, 
the growth of population between the totals being 26 per cent. 

The acreage about 1873 and about 1893, contrasted with these 
figures, included wheat, rye, barley and oats, but not maize-a 
larger crop than any of the last three. The countries contrasted 
were limited necessarily by the extent of information, and the 
list did not include all of which the population was accounted 
for, the increases per cent. being 28 per cent. in the case of oats, 
19 per cent. in the case of wheat, 5 per cent. in the case of 
barley, with a decrease of 5 per cent. in rye. It should be 
observed, however, that the calculation as to the increase of 
wheat would have been much closer to that of population had 
not a very large area, nearly stationary in amount, been credited 
to India and Japan at both dates ; the local population of these 
Asiatic countries being disregarded as, generally speaking, non
wheat-eating. 

It was only as an outline pointing the direction in which 
inquiry might be useful that Sir Robert Giffen called attention 
to these figures, which, as he acknowledged, were of the 
roughest possible description, and rather suggestive of a closer 
inquiry, which should take account of the difference between 
the consumptive power of the countries aggregated, the varying 
productive power of nominally equal areas of surface, and the 
varying type of live stock maintained. 

If the wheat acreage table, in the memorandum referred to, 
is examined in detail, a very effective picture of the difficulty of 
exact comparison as between any two given dates is incidentally 
presented. Out of twenty-four countries enumerated (including 
Canada and Australasia as units) a twenty or twenty-one years' 
comparison is only really effected in five cases-Russia, the 
United States, France,·,United Kingdom and Australasia. In 
five other instances the period dealt with is only from seventeen 
to eighteen years ; in three other cases only fourteen or fifteen 
years. In Canada, Egypt and Denmark, the comparison will 
be found to be more limited still, and only to cover eleven 
or twelve years; while in the Argentine Republic, where the 
recent expansion of wheat-growing has been prominent, the 
available statistics allowed only of a comparison of two periods, 
no more than nine years apart. For seven other countries 
the wheat acreage was necessarily either omitted or inserted 
as presumably the same as both the earlier and the later date. 
Had the retrospect been confined to the cases where a twenty 
or twenty-one years' comparison was possible-and these, after 
all, included the most important and typical wheat-growing 
communities-the increase would have stood, not at 19, but at 
24 per cent., or scarcely below that of the growth of population 
generally. This result is reached without taking account of 
any South American figures, where the increase of area is 
relatively much greater, or of those of India, where the com
parison is difficult and the acreage growing but slightly. But, 
further, it is to be remembered that if the comparison of the 
memorandum were to be continued up to 1899, instead of 
stopping at 1B93. the figures would have shown that wheat
growing had apparently made a new start in the five important 
countries for which the long comparison was possible, as many 
million acres having been added in the past six years as 
in the whole preceding twenty-a result which may afford 
much occasion for suspending our final judgment and no little 
warning of the danger of single year contrasts. 

Since the above calculations were before the Commission 
there has been an extension of 1o,ooo,ooo acres in the official 
estimates of wheat areas in the United States, and 5,400,000 
acres in Russia, while, although official details are still wanting 
beyond 1895 for Argentina, nearly J,ooo,ooo acres more were 
in that year accounted for in that republic; and there is an 
impression, apparently well founded, that by the present time 
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the total may have reached 8,ooo,ooo acres, or nearly five 
million acres more than the final figure in Sir Robert Giffen's 
calculation. If anything like 2o,ooo,ooo acres have thus been 
added to the wheat-growing surface of the globe in the last five 
or six years, which these further figures suggest, even if no cor
rection be made for the Indian quota, there may be much less 
difference than was suggested in the memorandum between the 
growth of population and wheat-growing. 

Without attempting in any way to controvert what was one of 
the lessons of the memorandum I have been examining, as to 
the tendency to increase the numbers of cattle at a ratio above 
that of population, it has also to be remembered that the apparent 
37 per cent. increase there shown between 1873 and r89.1 may 
have to be discounted by subsequent deductions in the United 
States, in Australasia, and at the Cape in recent years; while 
it is one of the problems I have never yet seen satisfactorily 
answered, why in almost all old countries except our own the 
diminution of the stock of sheep seems contir.uous and remark
able. I mention these matters only, however, to suggest the 
amount of uncertainty which must attend the efforts to arrive at 
conclusions, made even by the highest authorities, on the only 
data which exist. If there is, a'i I have shown, such uncertainty 
still in the facts on which a conclusion could be built as to the 
past history of the relative growth of live stock, or of cereal 
culture and the supply of bread-stuffs, how much greater must 
the difficulty be of those who attempt, on the basis of such data, 
to forecast the course of events for a generation yet to come ! I 
confess I am not intrepid enough to foll ow some of the conjec
tures which have been hazarded on this point, and can only, in 
concluding this address. recur once more to the prime qualifica
tions for safe statistical deductions with which I opened my 
remarks-redoubled caution in handling calculations, a very 
guarded use of data giving records of single and isolated years, 
and a wise reservation in any prophetic pictures of the future of 
agricultural production, whether of wheat or cotton, in meat or 
in wool, of the contingency, always present, of altered condi
tions which ever and anon in the past have altered and falsified 
the predictions of earlier observers. 

SECTION H. 
ANTHROPOLOGY. 

OPENING ADDRESS BY PROF. jOHN RHYS, M.A., LL.D., 
PRESIDENT OF THE SECTION. 

PERHAPS I ought to begin by apologising for my conspicuous 
lack of qualification to fill this chair, but I prefer, with your 
permission, to dismiss that as a subject far too large for me to 
dispose of this morning. So I would beg to call your attention 
back for a moment to the excellent address given to this Section 
last year. It was full of practical suggestions which are well 
worth recalling : one was as to the project of a Bureau of 
Ethnology for Greater Britain, and the other turned on the de
sirability of founding an Imperial Institution to represent our 
vast Colonial Empire. I mention these in the hope that we 
shall not leave the Government and others concerned any peace 
till we have realised those modest dreams of enlightenment. 
People's minds are just now so full of other things that the 
interests of knowledge and science are in no little danger of 
being overlooked. So it is all the more desirable that the 
British Association, as our great parliament of science, should 
take the necessary steps to prevent that happening, and to keep 
steadily before the public the duties which a great and com
posite nation like ours owes to the world and to humanity, 
whether civilised or savage. 

The difficulties of the position of the president of this Section 
arise in a great measure from the vastness of the field of research 
which the Science of Man covers. He is, therefore, constrained 
to limit his attention a<; a rule to some small corner of it; and, 
with the audacity of ignoranct>, I have selected that which 
might be labelled the early ethnology of the British Isles, but I 
propose to approach it only along the precarious paths of folk
lore and philology, hecause I know no other. Here, however, 
comes a personal difficulty : at any rate I suppose I ought to 
pretend that I feel it a difficulty, namely, that I have committed 
myself to publicity on that subject already. But, as a matter of 
fact, I can hardly bring myself to confess to any such feeling ; 
and this leads me to mention in passing the chan?e of attitude 
which I have lived to notice in the case of students in my own 
position. Most of us here present have known men who, when 
they had once printed their views on their favourite subjects of 
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study, stuck to those views through thick and thin, or at most 
limited themselves to changing the place of a comma here and 
there, or replacing an occasional and by a but. The work had 
then been made perfect, and not a few great questions affecting 
no inconsiderable portions of the universe had been for ever set 
at rest. That was briefly the process of getting ready for pos
terity, but one of its disadvantages was that those who adopted 
it had to waste a good deal of time in the daily practice of the 
art of fencing and winning verbal victories; for, metaphorically 
speaking, 

" With many a whack and many a bang 
Rough crab-tree and old iron rang." 

Now all that, however amusing it may have been, has been 
changed, and what now happens is somewhat as follows: AB 
makes an experiment or propounds what he calls a working 
hypothesis ; but no sooner has AB done so than CD, who is 
engaged in the same sort of research, proceeds to improve on 
AB. This, instead of impelling AB to rush after CD with all 
kinds of epithets and insinuating that his character is deficient in 
all the ordinary virtues of a man and a brother, only makes him 
go to work again and see whether he cannot improve on CD's 
results; and most likely he succeeds, for one discovery leads to 
another. So we have the spectacle not infrequently of a man 
illustrating the truth of the poet's belief, 

1
' That men may rise on stepping·stones 
Of their dead selves to higher things.'' 

It is a severe discipline in which all display of feeling is con
sidered bad form. Of course every now and then a spirit of the 
ruder kmd discards the rules of the game and attracts attention· 
by having public fits of bad temper; but generally speaking the 
rivalry goes on quietly enough to the verge of monotony, with 
the net result that the stock of knowledge is increased. I may 
be told, however, that while this kind of exercise may be agree
able to the ass who writes, it is not conducive to the safety of 
the publisher's chickens. To that it might suffice to answer 
that the publisher is usually one who is well able to take good 
care of his chickens; but, seriously, what it would probably 
mean is, in the matter of the more progressive branches of 
study, smaller editions of the books dealing with them would 
b.e required, but a more frequent issue of improved editions of 
them or else new books altogether, a state of things to which 
the publisher would probably find ways of adapting himself 
without any loss of profits. And after all, the interests of 
knowledge must be reckoned uppermost. It is needless to say 
that I have in view only a class of books which literary men 
proper do not admit to be literature at all ; and the book trade 
has one of its mainstays, no doubt, in books of pure literature, 
which are like the angels that neither marry nor give in marriage : 
they go on for ever in their serene singleness of purpose to charm 
and chasten the reader's mind. 

My predecessor last year alluded to an O_xford don said to have 
given it as his conviction that anthropology rests on a founda
tion of romance. I have no notion who that Oxford don may 
have been, but I am well aware that Oxford dons have some
times a knack of using very striking language. In this case, 
however, I should be inclined to share to a certain extent that 
Oxford don's regard for romance, holding as I do that the facts 
of history are not the only facts deserving of careful study by the 

There are also the facts of fiction, and to some 
of those I would now call your attention. Recently, in putting 
together a volume on Welsh folklore, I had to try to classify 
and analyse in my mind the stories which have been current in 
Wales about the fairies. Now the mass of folklore about the 
fairies is of various origins. Thus with them have been more or 
less inseparably confounded certain divinities or demons, es
pecially various kinds of beings associated with the rivers and 
lakes of the country. They are creations introduced from the 
workshop of the imagination ; then there is the dead ancestor, 
who also seems to have contributed his share to the sum total of 
our notions about the Little People. In far the greater number 
of cases, however, we seem to have something historical, or, at 
any rate, something which may be contemplated as historical. 
The key to the fairy idea is that there once was a real race of 
people to whom all kinds of attributes, possible and impossible, 
have been given in the course of uncounted centuries of story
telling by races endowed with a lively imagination. 

When the mortal midwife has been fetched to attend on a 
fairy mother in a fairy palace, is handed an ointment which 
she is to apply to the fairy baby's eyes, at the same time that she is 
gravely warned not to touch her own eyes with it. Of course 
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any one could foresee that when she is engaged in applying the 
ointment to the young fairy's eyes one of her own eyes is certain 
to itch and have the benefit of the forbidden salve. When 
this happens the midwife has two very different views of her 
surroundings : with the untouched eye she sees that she is in 
the finest and grandest place that she has ever beheld in her 
life, and there she can see the lady on whom she is 
ing reposing on a bed, while with the anointed eye she per
ceives how she is lying on a bundle of rushes and withered 
ferns in a large cave, with big stones all round her and a 
little fire in one corner, and she also discovers that the woman 
is a girl who has once been her servant. Like the midwife 
we have also to exercise a sort of double vision, if we are to 
understand the fairies and see through the stories about them. 
An instance will explain what I mean : Fairy women are 
pretty generally represented as fascinating to the last degree 
and gorgeously dressed : that is how they appear through the 
glamour in which they move and have their being. On the 
other hand, not only are some tribes of some fairies described 
as ugly, but fairy children when left as changelings are invariably 
pictured as repulsive urchins of a sallow complexion and mostly 
deformed about the feet and legs: there we have the real fairy_ 
with the glamour taken off and a certain amount of depre
ciatory exaggeration put on. 

Now when one approaches the fairy question in this kind of 
way, one is forced, ir strikes me, to conclude that the fairies, as 
a real people, consisted of a short, stumpy, swarthy race, which 
madt its habitations underground or otherwise cunningly con
cealed. They were hunters, probably, and fishermen; at any 
rate, they were not tillers of the ground or eaters of bread. Most 
likely they had some of the domestic animals and lived mainly 
on milk and the produce of the chase, together with what they 
got by stealing. They seem to have practised the art of spin
ning, though they do not appear to have thought much of cloth
ing. They had no tools or implements made of metals. They 
appear to have had a language of their own, which would imply 
a time when they understood no other, and explain why, when 
they came to a town to do their marketing, they laid down the ex
act money without uttering a syllable to anybody by way of bar
gaining for their purchases. They counted by fives and only dealt 
in the simplest of numbers. They were inordinately fond of music 
and dancing. They had a marvellously quick sense of hearing, 
and they were consummate thieves; bu t their.thievery was not sys
tematically resented, as their visits were held to bring luck and 
prosperity. More powerful races generally feared them as for
midable magicians who knew the future and could cause or cure 
disease as they pleased. The fairies took pains to conceal their 
names no less than their abodes, and when the name happened 
to be discovered by strangers the bearer of it usually lost heart 
and considered himself beaten. Their family relations were of 
the lowest order : they not only reckoned no fathers, but it may 
be that, like certain Australian savages recently described by 
Spencer and Gillen, they had no notion of paternity at all. The 
stage of civilisation in which fatherhood is of little or no account 
has left evidence of itself in Celtic literature; as I shall show 
presently; but the other and lower stage anterior to the idea of 
fatherhood at all comes into sight only in certain bits of folklore, 
both Welsh and Irish, to the effect that the fairies were all 
women and girls. Where could such an idea have originated? 
Only, it seems to me, among a race once on a level with the 
native Australians to whom I have alluded, and of whom Fraser 
of "The Golden Bough" wrote as follows in last year's Fort-
1tightly Review: "Thus, in the opinion of these savages, every 
conception is what we are wont to call an immaculate concep
tion, being brought about by the entrance into the mother of a 
spirit, apart from any contact with the other sex. Students of 
folklore have long been familiar with the notions of this sort 
occurring in the stories of the birth of miraculous personages, 
but this is the first case on record of a tribe who believe in im
maculate conception as the sole cause of the birth of every 
human being who comes into the world. A people so ignorant 
of the most elementary of natural processes may well rank at 
the very bottom of the savage scale." Those are Dr. Fraser's 
words, and for a people in that stage of ignorance to have 
imagined a race all women seems logical and natural enough
but for no other. The direct conclusion, however, to be drawn 
from this argument is that some race-possibly more than 
one-which has contributed to the folklore about our fairies, 
has passed through the stage of ignorance just indicated ; 
but as an indirect conclusion one would probably be right in 
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supposing this race to have been no other than the very primi
tive one which has been exaggerated into fairies. At the same 
time it must be admitted that they could not have been singular 
always in this respect among the nations of antiquity, as is·amply 
proved by the prevalence of legends about virgin mothers, to 
whom Frazer alludes, not to mention certain wild stories 
recorded by the naturalist Pliny concerning certain kinds of 
animals. 

Some help to make out the real history of the Little People 
may be derived from the names given them, of which the most 
common in Welsh is that of y Tylwyth Teg or the Fair Family. 
Bllt the word cor, "a dw"rf," feminine cot-res, is also applied to 
them; and in Breton we have the same word with such deriva
tives as korrik, "a fairy, a wee little wizard or sorcerer," with 
a femin ine korrigatt or kon-igez, analogously meaning a she-fairy 
or a diminutive witch. From cor we have in Welsh the name 
of a people called the Coranians figuring in a story in the four
teenth-century manuscript of the Red Book of Hergest. There 
one learns that the Coranians were such consummate magicians 
that they could hear every word that reached the wind, as it is 
put; so they could not be harmed. The name Coranians of those 
fairies has suggested to Welsh writers a similar explanation of 
the. name of a real people of ancient Britain. I refer to the 
Coritatti, whom Ptolemy located, roughly speaking, between the 
river Trent and Norfolk, assigning to them the two towns of 
Littdum, Lincoln, and Ratae, supposed to have been approxi
mately where Leicester now stands. It looks as if all invaders 
from the Continent had avoided the coast from Norfolk up to 
the neighbourhood of the Humber, for the good reason, pro
bably, that it afforded very few inviting landing-places. So here 
presumably the ancient inhabitants may have survived in suffi
cient numbers to have been called by their neighbours of a 
different race "the dwarfs" or Co-rita12i, as late Ptolemy's 
time in the second century. This harmonises with the fact 
that the Coritani are not mentioned as doing anythmg, 
all political initiative having long before probably passed out of 
their hands into those of a more powerful race. How far inland 
the Coritanian territory extended it is impossible to say, but it 
may have embraced the northern half of Northamptonshire, 
where we have a place-name Pytchley, from an earlier Pihtes !Ia, 
meaning " The Pict's Meadow," or else the meadow of a man 
cal!etl Pict. At all events, their country took in the fen district 
containing Croyland, where towards the end of the seventh 
century St. Gutblac set up his cell on the side of an anc!ent 
tumulus and was disturbed by demons that talked Welsh. Cer
tain portions of the Coritanian country offered, as one may infer, 
special advantages as a home for retreating nationalities : witness 
as late as the eleventh century the resistance offered by Here ward 
in the Isle of Ely to the Norman Conqueror and his mail-clad 
warriors. 

In reasoning backwards from the stories about the Little 
People to a race in some respects on a level with Australian 
savages, we come probably in contact with one of the very 
earliest populations of these islands. It is needless to say that 
we have no data to ascertain how long that occupation may have 
been uncontested, if at all, or what progress was made in the 
course of it : perhap> will be able some day to help 
us to form a guess on that subject. But the question more 
immediately pressing for answer is, with what race outside 
Wales may one compare or identify the ancient stock caricatured 
in Welsh fairy tales .? Now, in the lowlands of Scotland, to
gether with the Orlmeys and Shetlands, the place of our fairies 
is to some extent taken by the Picts, or, as they are there col
loquially called, "the Pecht>." My information about the 
Pechts comes mostly from recent writings on the subject by 
Mr. David MacRitchie, of Edinburgh, from whom one 
learns, among other things, that certain underground-or 
partially underground-habitations in Scotland are ascribed 
to the Pechts. Now one kind of these Pechts' dwellings 
appear from the outside like hillocks covered with grass, so 
as presumably not to attract attention, an object which was 
further helped by making the entrance very low and as in
conspicuous as possible. But one of the most remarkable 
things about them is the fact that the cells or apartments into 
which they are divided are frequently so small that their inmates 
must have been of very short stature, like our Welsh fairies. 
Thus. though there appears to be no reason for regarding the 
northern Picts themselves as an undersized race, there must 
have been a people of that description in their country. 
Perhaps may succeed in classifying the ancient 
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habitations in the North accordingly: that is, to tell us what Europe. But even supposing an identity of origin were to be 
class of them were built by the Picts and what by the Little made out as between our ancient mound. inhabiting race and the 
People whom they may be supposed to have found in possession Lapps, it would remain still doubtful whether we could expect 
of that part of our island. any linguistic help from Lapland. The Lapps now speak a 

In Ireland and the Highlands of Scotland the fairies derive language belonging to the Ugro-Finnic family, but the Lapps 
their more usual appellations from a word sfd or sith (genitive are not of the same race as the Finns; so it is possible that the 
sfde), which may perhaps be akin to the Latin sifdes and have Lapps have adopted a Finnish language, and that they did so 
meant a seat, settlement, or station; but whatever its exact too late for their present language to help us with regard to any 
meaning may have originally been, it came to be applied to the of our linguistic difficulties. One of these lies in our topo
hillocks or rr.ounds within which the Little People made their graphy: take for instance only the names of our rivers and 
abodes. Thus, Aes Side as a name for the fairies may be brooks-there is probably no county in the kingdom that would 
rendered by mound people or hill folk; fer " a fairy be too small to supply a dozen or two which would baffle the 
man," by a mound man; and bm side by a mound woman or cleverest Aryan etymologist you could invite to explain them; 
banshee. They were also called simply side, which would seem and why? Because they belong in all probability to a non
to be an adjective closely allied with the simpler word sfd. Celtic, non-Aryan language of some race that had early posses-

But to leave this question of their names, let me direct your sion of our islands. Nevertheless it is very desirable that we 
attention for a moment to one of the most famous kings of the should have full lists of such names, so as to see which of them 
fairies of ancient Erin : he was called Mider of Bri Leith, said recur and where. It is a subject deserving the attention of this 
to be a hill to the west of Ardagh, in the present county of Section of the British Association. 
Longford. There he had his mound, to which he once carried We have now loitered long enough in the gloom of the Pecht's 
the queen of Eochaid Airem, monarch of Ireland. It was some house: let us leave the glamour of the fairies and see whether 
time before Eochaid could discover what had become of her, and any other race has had a footing in these islands before the 
he ordertd Dalan, his druid, to find it out. So the druid, when coming of the Celts. In August 1891 Prof. Sayee and I spent 
he had been unsuccessful for a whole year, prepared four twigs some fine days together in Kerry and other parts of the south
of yew and wrote on them in Ogam. Then it was revealed west of Ireland. He was then full of his visits to North Africa, 
to him through his keys of seership and through the Ogam and he used to assure me that, if a number of Berbers from the 
writing that the queen was in the sid of Brf Leith, having been mountains had been transferred to a village in Kerry and clad as 
taken thither by Mider. By this we are probably to Irishmen, he would not have been able to tell them by 
understand that the druid sent forth the Ogam twigs as their looks from native Irishmen such as we saw in the 
letters of inquiry to other druids in different parts of course of our excursions. This seemed to me at the time 
the country; but in any case he was at last successful, all the more remarkable, as his reference was to fairly 
and his king hurried at the head of an army to Bri Leith, tall blue-eye<l persons whose hair was rather brown than black. 
where they began in earnest to demolish Mider's mound. At Evidence to the same effect might now be cited in detail from 
this Mider was so frightened that he sent the queen forth to Prof. Haddon and his friends' researches among the population 
her husband, who then departed, leaving the fairies to digest of the Arran Islands in Galway Bay. Such is one side of the 
their wrath ; for it is characteristic of them that they did not question which I have in my mind : the other side consists in 
fight, but bided their time for revenge, which in this case did the fact that the Celtic languages of to-day have been.subjected 
not come till long after Eochaid's day. Now, with regard to to some disturbing influence which has made their syntax unlike 
the fairy king, one is not told, so far as I can call to mind, that that of the other Aryan languages. I have long been of opinion 
he was a dwarf, but the dwarfs were not far off; for we read of that the racial interpretation of that fact must be, that the Celts 
an Irish satirist who is represented as notorious for his stingi- of our islands have assimilated another race using a language of 
ness; and to emphasise the description of his inhospitable its own in which the syntactical peculiarities of Neo-Celtic had 
habits he is said to have taken from Mider three of his dwarfs their origin ; in fact that some such race clothed its idioms in 
and stationed them around his own house, in order that their the vocabulary which it acquired from the Celts. The problem 
truculent looks and rude words might repel any of the men of then was to correlate those two facts. I am happy to say 
Erin who might come seeking hospitality or bring any incon- this has now been undertaken from the language point of view 
venient request. The word used for dwarf in this story is carr, by Prof. J. Morris Jones, of the University College of North 
which is usually the Irish for a crane or heron, but here, and in Wales. The results have been made public in a book on The 
some other instances, which I cannot now discuss, it seems to Welsh People recently published by Mr. T. Fisher Unwin. The 
have been identical with the Brythonic cor, "a dwarf." It is paper is entitled " Pre-Celtic Syntax in Insular Celtic," and the 
remarkable, moreover, that the rl!le assigned to the three Irish languages which have therein been compared with Celtic are 
corrs is much the same as that of the dwarf of Edeyrn son of old Egyptian and certain dialects 0 f Berber. It is all so 
Nudd in the Welsh story of Geraint and Enid· and Chretien de that we have as yet had no criticism, but the reasoning Is so 
Troies' Erec, which characterises him as fel et de put' eire, sound and the arguments are of so cumulative a nature, that I 
" treacherous and of an evil kind." see no reason to anticipate that the professor's conclusions are in 

By way of summarising these notes on the Mound Folk I any danger of being overthrown. . 
may say that I should regard them as isolated and wretched At the close of his linguistic argument, Prof. Morns Jones 
remnants of a widely spread race possessing no political signifi- quotes a French authority to the effect, that, when a Berber 
cance whatever. But, with the inconsistency characteristic of king dies or is deposed, which seems to happen often enough, 
everything connected with the fairies, one has on the other hand it is not his son that is called to succeed him, but the 
to admit that this strange people seems to have exercised on the son of his sister, as appears to have been usual among certain 
Celts-probably on other races as well-a sort of permanent ancient peoples of this country ; but of this more anon. In 
spell of mysteriousness and awe stretching to the verge of adora- the next place my attention has been called by Prof. Sayee 
tion. In fact, Irish literature states that the pagan tribes of Erin to the fact that ancient Egyptian monuments represent the 
before the advent of St. Patrick used to worship the sfde or the Libyans of North Africa with their bodies tattooed, and that 
fairies. Lastly, the Celt's faculty of exaggeration, combined even now some of the Touaregs and Kabyles do the same. 
with his incapacity to comprehend the weird and uncanny popu- These indications help one to group the ancient peoples 
lation of the mounds and caves of his country, has enabled him, of the British Isles to whose influence we are to ascribe the 
in one way or another, to bequeath to the great literatures of non-Aryan features of Neo-Celtic. In the first place one 
Western Europe a motley train of dwarfs and little people, a avoid fixing on the Picts, who were so called because of thetr 
whole world of wizardry, and a vast wealth of utopianism. If habit of tattooing themselves. For as to that fact there seems 
you subtracted from English literature, for example, all that has to be no room for doubt, and Mr. Nicholson justly lays stress on the 
been contributed to its vast stores from this native source, you testimony of the Greek historian Herodian, who lived in the 
would find that you left a wide and unwelcome void. time of Severns, and wrote about the latter's expedition against 

But the question must present itself sooner or later, with the natives of North Britain a long time before the term Picti 
what race outside these islands we are to compare or identify appears in literature. For Herodian, after saying that they 
our mound-dwellers. I am not prepared to answer, and I am went naked, writes about them to the following effect: "They 
disposed to ask our archoeologists what they think. In the puncture their bodies with coloured designs and the figures of 
meantime, however, I may say that there are several consider- animals of all kinds, and it is for this reason that they do not 
tions which impel me to think of the Lapps of the North of wear clothes, lest one should not behold the designs on their 

I 
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bodies." This is borne out by the names by which the Picts 
have been known to the Celts. That of Pict is itself in point, 
and I shall have something to say of it presently; but one of 
the other names was in Irish Cruithni, and in Welsh we have 
its etymological equivalent in Prydyn or Prydain. These 
vocables are derived respectively from Irish cruth and Welsh 
pryd, both meaning shape, form, or figure, and it is an old sur
mise that the Picts were called by those names in allusion to the 
animal forms pricked on their bodies, as described by Herodian 
and others. The earlier attested of these two names may be 
said to be Prydyn or Pry<iain, which the Welsh used to give in 
thl! Middle Ages to the Picts and the Pictland of the North, 
while the term Ynys Prydain was retained for Great Britain as 
a whole, the literal meaning being the island of the Picts: that 
is the only name which we have in Welsh to this day for this 
island in which we live- Ynys Prydain, "The Picts' Island." 
Now one detects this word Prydain in effect in the Greek 
npera.V<KQ.( Ni)uo< given collectively to all the British Isles by 
ancient authors, such as Strabo and Diodorus. It may be 
rendered the Pictish Islands, but a confusion seems to have set 
in pretty early with the name of the Brittanni or Brittones of 
South Britain: that is to say, Pretanic, "Pictish," became 
Brittannic or British ; and this is, historically speaking, the 
only known justification we have for including Ireland in the 
comprehensive term " The British Isles," to which Irishmen are 
sometimes found jocularly to object. 

In the next place may be mentioned the Tuatha De Danann 
of Irish legend, which cannot always be distinguished from the 
Picts,-as pointed out by Mr. MacRitchie. The tradition about 
them is, that, when they were overcome in war by Mil and his 
Milesians, they ga,·e up their life above ground and retired into 
the hills like the fairies, a story of little more value than that of 
the extermination of the Picts of Scotland. In both countries 
doubtless the more ancient race survived to amalgamate with 
its conquerors. There was probably some amount of amal
gamation between the Tuatha De Danann or the Picts and the 
Little Moundsmen ; but it is necessary not to confound them. 
The Tuatha shared with the Little People a great reputation for 
magic; but they differed from them iri not being dwarfs or of a 
swarthy complexion : they are usually represented as fair. In 
the case of Mider, the fairy king, who comes in some respects 
near the description of the heroes of the Tuatha De Danann, 
it is to be noticed that he was a wizard, not a warrior. 

Guided by the kinship of the name of the Tuatha De Danann 
on the Irish side of the sea and that of the Sons of D6n on this 
side, I may mention that the Mabinogion place the Sons of D6n 
on the seaboard of North Wales, in what is now Carnarvon
shire : more precisely their country was the region extending 
from the mountains to the sea, especially opposite Anglesey. 
In that district we have at least three great prehistoric sites all 
on the coast. First comes the great stronghold on the top of 
Penmaen Mawr; then we have the huge mound of Dinas Dinlle, 
eaten into at present by the sea south-west of the western mouth 
of the Menai Straits; and lastly there is the extensive fortifi
eation of Tre'r Ceiri, overlooking Dinlle from the heights of the 
Eifl. By its position Tre'r Ceiri belonged to the Sons of Don, 
and by its name it seems to me to belong to the Picts, which 
comes, I believe, to the same thing. Now the name Tre'r 
Ceiri means the town of the Keiri, and the Welsh word ceiri is 
used in the district in the sense of persons who are boastfu I and 
ostentatious, especially in the matter of personal appearance and 
fine clothing. It is sometimes also confounded with cewri, 
"giants," but in the name of Tre'r Ceiri it doubtless wafts down 
to us an echo of the personal conceit of the ancient Picts with 
their skins tattooed with decorative pictures; and Welsh 
literature supplies a parallel to the name Ynys Prydaitt in one 
which is found written Y1tys y Ceuri,- both of which may be 
rendered equally the Island of the Picts, but more literal! v 
perhaps some such rendering as " the Island of the Fine Men" 
would more nearly hit the mark. Lastly, with the Sons of D6n 
must probably be classed the other peoples of the Mabinogion, 
such as the families of Llyr, and of Pwyll and Rhiannon. 

All these peoples of Britain and Ireland were warlike, and 
such, so far as one can see, that the Celts, who arriveu later, 
might with them form one mixed people with a mixed language, 
such as Prof. Morris Jones has been helping to account for. 

Let us now see for a moment how what we read of the state of 
society implied in the stories of the Mabinogion will fit into the 
hypothesis which I have roughly sketched. In the first place I 
ought to explain that the four stories of the Mabinogion wer<" 
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probably put together originally in the Goidelic of Wales before 
they assumed a Brythonic dress. Further, in the form in which 
we know them, they have passed through the hands of a scribe 
or editor living in Norman times, who does not always appear to 
have understood the text on which he was operating. To make 
out, therefore, what the original Mabinogion meant, one has 
every now and then to read, so to 'Say, between the lines. Let 
us take, for example, the Mabinogi called after Branwen, 
daughter of Llyr. She was sister to Bran, king of Prydain, and 
to Manawyddan, his brother: she was given to wife to an Irish 
king named Matholwch, by whom she had a son, called Gwern. 
In Ireland, however, she was, after a time, disgraced, and served 
in somewhat the same way as the heroine of the Gudrun Lay ; 
but in the course of the time which she spent in a menial position, 
doing the baking for the Court and having a box on the ear ad
ministered to her daily by the cook, she succeeded in rearing a 
starling, which one day carried a letter from her to her brother 
Bran at Harlech. When the latter realised his sister's position 
of disgrace, he headed an expedition to Ireland, whereupon 
Matholwch tried to appease him by making a concession, which 
was, that he should deliver his kingdom the boy Gwern. 
Now the question is, wherein did the concession consist? The 
redactor of the Mabinogi could, seemingly, not have answered, 
and he has not marie it the easier for any one else to answer. 
In the first place, instead of calling Gwern son of Matho!wch, 
he should have called him Gwern son of Branwen, after his 
mother, for the key to the sense is, that, in a society which 
reckoned birth alone, Gwern was not recognised as any relation 
to Matholwch at all, whereas, being Bran's sister's son, he was 
Bran's rightful heir. No such idea, however, was present to 
the mind of a twelfth-century scribe, nor could it be expected. 

Let us now turn to Irish literature, to wit, to one of the 
many stories associated with the hero Cuchulainn. He belonged 
to Ulster, and whatever other race may have been in that part 
of Ireland, there were Picts there : as a matter of fact Pictish 
communities survived there in historical times. Now Cuchulainn 
was not wholly of the same race as the Ultonians around him, 
for he and his father are sharply marked off from all the other 
Ultonians as being free from the periodical illness connected 
with what has been called the couvade, to which the other adult 
braves of Ulster succumbed for a time every year. Then I may, 
mention that Cl1chulainn's baby name was Setm•fa Beg, or the 
Little Setantian, which points to the country , whence· 
Cuchulainn's father had probably come, namely, the district 
where Ptolemy mentions a harbour of the Setantii, somewhere 
near the mouth of the Ribble, in what is now Lancashire. At 
the time alluded to in the story I have in view, Cl1chulainn was 
young and single, but he was even then a great warrior, and 
the ladies of Ulster readily fell in love with him; so one day 
the nobles of that country met to consider what was to be done, 
and they agreed that Cuchulainn would cause them less anxiety 
if they could find him a woman who should be his fitting and 
special consort. At the same time also that they feared 
he might die young, they were desirous that he should leave 
an heir, "for," as it is put in the story, "they knew that it was 
from himself his rebirth would be." The Ulster men had a 
belief, you see, 'in the return of the heroes of previous 
generations to be born again ; but we have here two social 
systems face to face. According to the one to which Cuchulainn 
as a Celt belonged, it was requisite that he should be the father 
of recognised offspring, for it was only in the person of one of 
them or of their descendants that he was to be expected back. 
The story reads as if the distinction was exceptional, and as if 
the prevailing state of things was wives more or less in common, 
with descent reckoned according to birth alone. Such is my 
impression of the picture of the society forming the background 
to the state of things implied by the conversation attributed to 
the noblemen of Ulster. Here again one experiences difficulties 
arising from the fact that the stories have been built up in the 
form in which we know them by men who worked from the 
Christian point of view, and it is only by scrutinising, as it were, 
the chinks and cracks that you can faintly realise what the 
original structure was like. 

Among other aids to that end one must reckon the instances 
of men being designated with the help of the mother's name, not 
the father's: witness t.hat of the King of Ulster in Cl1chulainn's 
time, namely Conchobar mac Nessa, that is to say, Conor, son 
of a mother named Nessa; similarly in Wales with Gwydion son 
of Don. Further we have the help of a considerable number of 
ancient inscriptions, roughly guessed to date from the fifth or 
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sixth century of our era, and commemorating persons traced back 
to a family group of the kind, perhaps, which C::esar mentions 
in the fourteenth chapter of bis fifth book. Within these groups 
the wives were, according to him, in common (inter se communes). 
Take for instance an inscription from the barony of Corcaguiny 
in Kerry. which commemorates a man described as " Mac Erce, 
son of Muco Dovvinias,'' where Muco Dovvinias means the clan 
or family group of Dovvinis or Dubin (genitive Duibne), the 
ancestress after whom Corcaguiny is called Corco·Duibne in 
Medieval Irish. We have the same formula in the rest of 
Ireland including Ulster, where as yet very few Ogams have 
been found at all. It occurs in South Wales and in Devonshire, 
and also on the Ogam stone found at Silchester, in Hampshire. 
The same kind of family group is evidenced also by an inscrip· 
tion at St. Ninian's, in Galloway; and, to go further back
perhaps a good deal further back-we come to the bronze dis
covered not long ago at Colchester, and dating from tbe time of 
the Emperor Alexander Severns, who reigned from 222 to 235. 

This is a votive tablet to a god Mars Medocius, by a Caledonian 
Pict, who gives his name as Lossio Veda, and describes himself 
further as Nepos Vepogeni Caledo. He alludes to no father, and 
Nepos Vepogeni is probably to be rendered Vepogen's sister's 
son. At any rate, the Irish word corresponding etymologically 
to the Latin nepos has that sense in Irish ; but so far as I know 
it has never been found meaning a nephew in the sense of 
brother's son. That may serve as an instance how the ideas of 
another race penetrated the fabric of Goidelic society; for here 
we must suppose a time to have come when there was no longer 
any occasion for a word meaning a brother's son, which, of 
course, there ne,·er was in the non-Celtic society which ranked 
men and women according to their birth alone. 

Now this Caledonian Pict was not exceptional among his 
kinsmen, for they succeeded in observing a good deal of silence 
concerning their fathers down, one may say, to the twelfth 
century. It is historical that the king of the northern Picts 
not wont to be the son of the previous king. In short, when 
the Celtic elements there proved strong enough to ensure that 
the son of a previous king should succeed, a split usually took 
place, the purer Picts being led by the rule of succession by 
birth to set up a king of their own. The fact is not so well 
known that the same succession prevailed also some time or 
other at Tara in Ireland : it is proved by a singular piece of in· 
direct evidencet the existence of a tragic story to explain why 
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"no son should ever take the lordship of Tara after his father, 
unless some one came between them." The last clause is due, 
I should my, to somebody who could not understand such a 
prohibition based on the ancient rule that a man's heir was his 
sister's son. This would be, according to Irish legend, in the 
lifetime of Conor mac Nessa. 

It is curious to notice how the stories about the Pictish 
menage seemed to have puzzled ancient authors. I will 
only cite one instance, to wit, from Golding's sixteenth 
century translation of what then passed as the production of 
Solinus, and what may now pass, even according to Mommsen, 
as quite old enough for my present purpose. ·It runs thus: 
'' From the Promontorie of Calydon to the Iland Thule is 
two dayes sayling. Next come the Iles called Hebudes, five 
in number, the inhabiters whereof know not what come 
meaneth, but liue onely by fishe and milke. They are all 
vnder the gouernment of one King. For as manie of them 
as bee, they are seuered but with a narrowe groope one from 
another. The King hath nothing of hys own, but taketh of 
euery mans. He is bounde to equitie by certaine Iawes: and 
least he may start from right through couetousnesse, he 
learneth Justice by pouertie, as who may have nothing proper 
or peculiar to himselfe, but is found at the charges of the 
Realme. Hee is not suffered to haue anie woman to himselfe, 
but whomsoeuer he hath minde vnto, he borroweth her for a 
tyme, and so others by turnes. Wherby it commeth to passe 
that he hath neither desire nor hope of issue.'' 

The man who wrote in that way presumably failed to see that 
the king was not subject to any special hardship as compared 
with the other men in his kingdom, where none of them had 
any offsprirtg that he could individually call his own. This, be 
it noticed, refers to the Hebrides, not, as sometimes happens, 
to the more distant island of Thule, where there was also a king, 
as any reader of " Faust" will tell us. 

We now come to the Celts, and begin with Pliny's version of 
C::esar's words about division of Gaul into three parts, as 
follows : Ga!lza otnms Comata uno nomine appellata in tria 
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populorum dividitur, amnibus maxime distincta. A 
Scalde ad Sequanam Belgica, ab eo ad Garunnam Celtica 
eademque Lugdunensis, inde ad Pyrenaei montis e>:cursum 
Aqu#anica, Aremorica antea dicta. We may for the present 
dismiss the third or Aquitanic Gaul from our minds ; but Belgic 
and Celtican Gaul may be taken as representing the two sets of 
Celts of our own islands. The Belgic Gauls began last to come 
to this country, and their advent seems to fall between 
the visits of Pytheas and Julius C::esar : that is, roughly 
speaking, between the middle of the fourth century and that of 
the first century B.C. In this country they came to be known 
collectively as Brittanni or Brittones, the linguistic ancestors of the 
people who have spoken Brythonic or the Lingua Brittannica, such 
as the Welsh, the Cornish, and the Strathclyde Britons. As to 
the others Celts, it is much harder to say when or whence 
exactly they came-l mean the linguistic ancestors of the Gaels 
of Ireland, Man, and Scotland, that is to say, the peoples 
whose language has been Goidelic. Some scholars are of 
opinion that there were no Goidelic-speaking peoples in Britain 
till some such came here from Ireland on sundry occasions, 
beginning· with the second century, in the time of the Roman 
occupation, but how the Goidels would be supposed by them to 
have reached Ireland I do not exactly know. My own notion 
is that the bulk of them reached that country by way of Britain, 
and that they arrived in Britain, like the Belgic Gauls later; 
from the nearest parts of the Continent ; for this would be 
previous to the appearance of the Belgic Gauls on the western 
sea-board of Europe: that is to say, at a time when Celtica 
extended not merely to the Seine, but to the Scheldt or to the 
Rhine, if not further. Then as to the time of the coming of the 
ancestors of the Goidels, it has been supposed coincident with a 
period of great movements among the Celts of the Continent, in 
particular the movements which resulted, among other things, 
in some of them reaching the shores of the Mediterranean and 
penetrating to the heart of the Iberic peninsula. Perhaps one 
would not be far wrong in fixing on the seventh and the sixth 
centuries B.C. as covering the time of the coming of the earlier 
Celts to our 

In Britain I should suppose these earlier hordes of Celts to 
have conquered most of the southern half of the island ; and 
the Brythonic Celts, when they arrived, may have overrun much 
the same area, pushing the Goidelic Celts more and more 
towards the west. Under that pressure il is natural to suppose 
that some of the latter made their way to Ireland, but it is 
quite possible that their emigration thither had begun before. 
Some time or other previous to the Roman occupation the 
Brythonic people of the Ordovices seem to have penetrated to 
the sea between the rivers Dovey and Mawddach, displacing 
probably some Goidels who may have gone to the opposite 
coasts of Ireland ; but more traces in Irish story appear of in
vasions on the part of the Dumnonii, who possessed the coast 
between Galloway and Argyle. These were so situated as tc 
be able to assail Ireland both in front and from behind, and 
this is countenanced to some extent by Irish topography, not 
to mention the long legends extant as to great wars in the west 
of Ireland between the Tuatha De Danann and invaders in
cluding the Fir Domnann. I suspect also that it was the 
country of these northern Dumnonians which was origin
ally meant by Lochlinn, a name interpreted later to mean 
Norway. 

Such are some of the faint traces of the Goidelic invasions of 
Ireland from Britain, but it is possible-perhaps probable-that 
Ireland received settlers on its southern coast from the north
west of Gaul at a comparatively late period, at the time, let us 
say, when C::esar was engaged in crushing the Veneti and the 
Aremoric League. This has been suggested to me by the 
name of the U sdire, which probably survives in the first 
syllable of Ossory, denoting a tract of country now, roughly 
speaking, covered by the county of Kilkenny, but which 
may have been considerably larger before the Deisi took 
possession of the baronies of the two Decies and other districts 
now constituting the county of Waterford, not to mention 
possible encroachments on the part of Munster on a boundary 
which seems to have been sometimes contested. Now the 
Continental name which invites comparison with that of 
the Usdi::e is that of the Osti::ei, who in the time of Pytheas 
appear to have occupied the north-western end of what 
afterwards came to be called Brittany ; they were also called 
Ostiones, and more commonly Osismi. I see no reason 
to suppose that the ships of the Aremoric League could not• 
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make the voyage from Brittany to the principal landing
places on the south of Ireland from the Harbour of Cork to 
that of Waterford, and I gather from Ptolemy's Geography 
that Ireland was relatively better known on the Continent 
than Britain, although the latter had been in a manner con
nected with the Roman world. This I should explain some
what as follows who knew very little about the west 
of Britain and probably less about Ireland, says that in his time 
the great druidic centre of Gaul was in the country of the 
Carnutes, somewhere, Jet us say, near the site of the present 
town of Chartres, that druidism had been introduced from 
Britain to Gaul, and that those who wished to understand it 
had to go to Britain to study. The authors of antiquity tell us 
otherwise nothing about druids in Britain except that Tacitus 
speaks of such in the Annals, in his well· known passage as to 
Suetonius Paulinus landing with his troops in Anglesey and the 
scene of slaughter which ensued. Indeed, one may go further 
and say that there is no proof that any Belgic or Brythonic 
people ever had druids : they belonged to the Celtican Gauls 
and the Goidelicising Celts of Britain and Ireland, who had 
probably accepted the institution from the Pictish race. At any 
rate it is significant that the Life of St. Columba introduces the 
reader to a genuine druid at the court of the Pictish king, near 
Inverness, where, as well as on Loch Ness, the saint had to 
contend with him. In any case, it is highly probable that 
druidism was no less a living institution in Ireland than in the 
Goidelic and Pictish parts of Britain. Presumably it was more 
so, and it may be conjectured that Gaulish students of druidism 
visited Ireland no Jess than Britain ; also, vice vzrsii, that Irish 
druids paid visits to the Celtican part of Gaul where druidism 
flourished on the Continent, and in a word that there was 
regular intercourse between Gaul and the south of Ireland. If 
the druids of Ireland, who, among other roles, played that of 
schoolmasters and teachers in that country, travelled to Celtica, 
they must have spread on the Continent some information about 
their native country, while generations of them cannot have 
returned to Ireland, with their druidic pupils, without bringing 
with them some of the arts of civilised life as understood in 
Gaul : among these one must rank very decidedly the art of 
writing, which the druids practised. Now you know the usual 
account given of the ordinary Latin for Ireland, namely Hiberma 
-to wit, that it was suggested by such native names as that of 
one of the greatest tribes of that country, namely the 'Io6epvo< 
or Jverni, and that it had its v ousted when Latin began about 
the fourth century to write b for v , and that an h was then pre
fixed to make the word llibe>·nia properly connote the wintry 
climate which our sister island had always been supposed to 
enjoy. But now comes the question, where did Pomponius 
Mela, who flourished about the middle of the first century, get 
his luverna, which J uvenal also used? Doubtless from a druid 
like Dalan, or some other educated native of Ireland, for what 
the editors print as Iuverna, luue•-na, or fu verna would appear 
in ancient manuscripts as IVVERNA or iuuerna, in which the first 
two syllables are spelt correctly with v v according to a system 
of spelling well known in Ogmic writing centuries later. But a 
particular system of spelling seems to me to imply writing, and 
thus one is encouraged to think that the Ogam alphabet may 
have been invented no later than the first century in the inter
course I have conjectured to have been going on between the 
north-west of Gaul and the south of I reland, where the 
majority of Ogam inscriptions are now found. But what has 
archreology to say on the question of such intercourse? 

After this digression I come back to the two main streams 
of Celtic immigration from the same parts of the Continent in 
two different periods of time. The later of these introduced 
the Lingua Brittannica, which was practically a dialect of old 
Gaulish; but the affinities of the other Celtic language of these 
islands, the Goidelic, are not so easy to determine. I have 
long thought that I can identify traces of it on the Continent, 
and that its principal home was in . the region which Pliny called 
Celtica, between the Garonne and the Seine. I ventured 
accordingly to call it Celtica•t, as the simpler word Celtic 
had already been wedded to a wider signification. Since 
then the existence of that language has been placed 
beyond doubt by the discovery of fragments of a calendar 
engraved on bronze tablets. This find was made about the 
end of 1897 at a place called Coligny, in the department 
of the Ain, and the pieces are now in the museum at 
Lyons. It is difficult to say for certain whether Coligny is 
within the territory once occupied by the Sequani, or else by the 
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Ambarri, a people subject to the lEdui, who were rivals of the 
Sequani and Arverni. The name of the Sequani would seem to 
have belonged to the Celtican language, and Mr. Nicholson, in 
his interpretation of the calendar, has ventured in this instance 
to call it Sequanian. But two inscriptions in what appears to 
be the same language have come to light also at a place called 
Rom, in the Deux Sevres and on the Roman road from Poitiers 
to Saintes. This Celtican language is to be carefully distin
guished from Gaulish, but it is not exactly what I expected it to 
be: it is better. For several of the phonetic changes character
istic of Goidelic had not taken place in Celtican. Among other 
things it preserves intact the Aryan consonant p, which has 
since mostly disappeared in Goidelic, as it had even then in 
Gaulish. This greater of Celtican enables one to 
refer to it the national appellation of the people of the region in 
question, namely, that of the Pictones, from which it is impos
sible to sever the name of the Picts of Britain and Ireland, who 
are found also called Pictones and Pictanei. Here I may 
mention that Mr. Nicholson calls attention to instances of 
tattooing on some of the faces on ancient coins belonging to 
Poitou and other parts of western France. In the light of the 
names here in question one sees that pictos was a Celtican word 
of the same etymology, and approximately, doubtless, of the 
same meaning, as the Latin word pictus, that the Celticans 
had applied it at an early date to the Picts on account of their 
habit of tattooing themselves, and that the Picts had accepted it 
(with its derivative Pictones) so generally that by the time when 
the Norsemen arrived in the North of Scotland, it was the name 
which the natives gave them as that by which they called them
selves. That is practically proved by the Norsemen calli.rig 
Caithness and Sutherland Petta.Jand or the Land of the Picts, 
and the sea washing its northern shore Pettalandsjiorth, which 
survives modified into Pentland Firth. 

Another Celtican word of great interest here has by a mere 
chance come down in a high German manuscript written before 
the year 814; it is Chortonicum, &.nd occurs among a number 
of geographical names, several of which refer to Gaul, so that 
Chortonicum may very well have meant the country of the 
Pictones. At all events, the great German philologist, Pott, at 
once saw that it was to be explained by reference to the word 
Cruithne, " a Pict," with which it decidedly goes as distinguished 
from its Brythonic equivalent Prydyn (or the older Priten), with 
an initial p. The Celtican form originally meant was some such 
Yocable as Qurtonico-n, with the qu which was usual in Celtican 
and early Goidelic, where it form ed, in fact, one of the most 
conspicuous distinctions between those languages and Brythonic 
or Gaulish, in which qu had been changed into p. 

My remarks have again run into tiresome details, but it is only 
by attending to such small points that one can hope to force 
langua<>e to yield us any information in the matter of ethnology. 
It ma/' perhaps help in some measure if I sum up what I have 
been trying to say, thus : 

The first race we have found in possession of the British Isles 
consisted of a small, swarthy population of mound-dwellers, of 
an unwarlike disposition, much given to magic and wizardry, 
and perhaps of Lappish affinities: its attributes have been 
exaggerated or otherwise distorted in the evolution of the Little 
People of our fairy tales. 

The next race consisted of a taller, blonder people, with blue 
eyes, who tattooed themselves and fought These 
or Pictish people made the Mound Folk the1r slaves, and m the 
long run their may be supposed to have been '?edified 
by habits of speech mtroduced by those slaves of thens from 
their own idiom. The affinities of these Picts may be called 
Libyan, and possibly Iberian. 

Next came the Celts in two great waves of immigration, the 
first of which may have arrived as early as the seventh century 
before our era, and consisted of the real ancestors of some or 
our Goidels of the Milesian stock, and the linguistic ancestors 
of all the peoples who have spoken Goidelic. That language 
may be defined as Celtican so modified by the idioms of the 
population which the earlier Celts found in possession that its 
syntax is no longer Aryan. 

Then, about the third century B.C., came from Belgica the 
linguistic ancestors of the peoples who have spoken ; 
but, in the majority of cases connected with modern Brythomc, 
they are to be regarded as Goidels who adopted Brythonic 
speech, and in so doing brought into that their 
Goidelic idioms with the result that the syntax of msular 
Brythonic is no' less non-Aryan than that of Goidelic, as may 
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be readily seen by comparing the thoroughly Aryan structure 
of the few sentences of old Gaulish extant. 

Tho;e are the races which have been inferred in the course 
of these remarks, in which I have proceeded on the principle 
that each successive band of conquerors has its race, language 
and institutions eventually more or less modified by contact 
with the race, language and institutions of those whom it has 
conquered. That looks simple enough when stated so, but the 
result 'vhich we get proves complicate. In any case I have 
endeaVc>Ured in this address to substitute for the rabble of 
divinities and demons, of fairies and phantoms that disport 
thetmdves at large in Celtic legend, a possible series of 
peoples, to each of which should be ascribed its own proper 
attributes. But that will only be possible if we can enlist the 
kindly aid of the Muse of Archaeology. 

trammg at the Technical College, Finsbury, under Prof. 
Silvanus Thompson and Prof. Perry, and carried off the certifi
cate of the College in I 8go. He will be attached to the 
Dockyard staff at Portsmouth. 

THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF 
APPLIED CHEMISTRY. 

THIS congress was held in Paris dnriog the last week of July, 
M. Moissan being president and M. Berthelot honorary 

president. The work was divided into ten sections : analytical 
chemistry, chemical indllstry of inorganic prodncts, metallurgy, 
mines and explosives, chemical industry of organic products, the 
sugar industry, chemical industry oi fermentation, agricultural 
chemistry, hygiene, food analysis, medical and pharmaceutical 
chemistry, photography, and electrochemistry. More than 
two hundred papers were read and discussed, and numerous 
resolutions were passed, of which the following were the most 
important. In view of the great inconvenience caused com
mercially by uncertainty in the atomic weights used by ana
lytical chemists, the congress, hoping that the adoption of the 
.atomic weight of oxygen as a base (0 = 16) would lead to a 
greater certainty and to a simplification in the calculation of 
atomic weight>, agreed to work in unison with the International 
Commission on atomic weights. It further suggested the 
oecessity for an International Commission for fixing methods 
and coefficients of analysis in commercial work. Committees 
were also appoiuted to deal with questions of indicators in volu
metric work, analysis of manures, potash estimation, and the use 
of sulphurous acid in wine. In the second section the chief 
questions dealt with were the determination of high tempera· 
tures, construction of glass and porcelain furnaces, the manu· 
facture of sulphuric acid, and of barium and hydrogen peroxides. 
In the section of metallurgy, mines and explosives, papers 
were read dealing with the sampling of minerals, the constitu· 
tion of iron and steel, the use of the microscope in the study of 
metals, utilisation of waste heat, and the estimation of sulphur, 
manganese and phosphorus in metals. In the section dealing 
with the industry of organic substances the most important dis

was on the use of alcohol for other than drinking pur· 
poses, and a series of resolutions was passed stating that in the 
opinion of the congress no duty should be charged upon alcohol 
used in the preparation of pharmaceutical and chemical pro· 
ducts. In the case of alcohol intended for use as fuel, the sub· 
stances added should be of a character appropriate to its use, not 
too costly, and not containing any non-volatile substance. Any 
attempt to recover pure alcohol from methylated spirit should 
be liable to severe penalties, and all makers of stills should be 
compelled to give particulars to the excise authorities of stills 
sold or repaired. In the other sections discussions were held on 
the relation of the sugar industry to tpe State, the methods of 
analysis of wines and spirits, the carbide industry, manufacture 
of percarbonates, and numerous other papers of interest. 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE. 

IT is officially announced that Mr. L. R. Wilberforce, demon· 
strator in physics at the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, and 
University lecturer in physics, has been appointed to the Lyon 
Jones chair of experimental physics at University College, 
Liverpool, vacated by the removal of Dr. Oliver Lodge to the 
University of Birmingham. 

INSTRUCTION in chemistry is well provided for at the Gold
smiths' Institute, N ew Cross. During the session about to 
commence, Mr. W. J. Pope will give courses of lectures on oils, 
fats and waxes, organic chemistry with special reference to 
recent work and current views, inorganic chemistry and stereo
chemistry. In this last course of lectures, the principles which 
form the foundation of stereochemistry will be discussed, 
together with the methods which have led to the discovery of 
stereoisomerism amongst compounds of carbon, nitrogen, tin 
and sulphur. Particular attention will be paid to the bearing of 
stereochemistry upon current chemical problems. Lectures in 
chemistry will also be given by Mr. Stanley J. Peachey. 

DuRING the past year the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
was conferred by twenty-two Universities in the United States 
upon 233 candidates. The distribution of these degrees amo.ng 
the various Universities, and the subjects taken, are dealt with 
in an article in Science. It appears that 120 of the degrees 
granted to students of the humanities, I I3 for scientific 
subjects. The tables show that the humamttes are favoured at 
Havard and Yale Universities, and the sciences at Johns 
Hopkins, Columbia and Cornell Universities. Last year Johns 
Hopkins gave more than its proporti?nate of d.egrees in 
chemistry, physics, zoology and physt?logy, Ch1cago m mat?e
matics, geology, sociology and educatiOn, Harvard m phys1cs, 
zoology and anthropology, Columbia in astronomy, botany, 
zoology and education, Yale in palaeontology psycholo_gy, 
Cornell in botany and psychology, and Clark m mathematiCS, 
psychology and education. The six science subjects in 
most students presented theses are as follows :-Chemistry 
26, physics I$, botany I2, mathematics II, zoology l I, psych· 
ology 9· 

EVER since the funds were provided for technical education 
in this country, it has been insisted upon in these columns, and 
by men of science generally, that such education could only be 
profitably carried on by giving rational instruction in scientific 
principles instead of attempting to teach actual processes and 
trade methods, which are constantly in a state of flux on account 
of new developments. The most gr>;tifying characteristic C?I 
educated opinion at the pr<sent time l S the accej)tance _of th1s 
view ; and it is especially noteworthy m connectiOn w1th the 
substitution of nature study for agnculture m rural schools. In 
an address recently delivered before the Cheshire College. or 
Agriculture, Prof. Robert Wallace dwelt upon the relatwn 
bet ween the work of an agricultural school and actual 
work, and showed himself in complete sympathy w1th the vtew 
which has been expressed over and over again in these columns. 
Here is the case in a few words :-" What a young farmer 
should learn is not ordinary farm work, viz. to plough and 
harrow a given area in the day. He can become expert at 
that kind of thing at home to greatest ad vantage, without 
for instruction and at the same time prove a valuable a1d to hts 
father. He ;equires to be taught just those things which ":re 
not to be learned on an ordinary farm, to have to hm1 
the meaning of processes which are founded on sCJentJiic pnn
ciples, and become with the com.mo?, facts those 
sciences wh1ch bear upon agncultural If th1s h":d 
been borne in mind by Technical Instructwn Committees 
rural districts from the time they came into existence, 
efforts would have received more encouragement from practical 
men, and have been attended with better results, than have 
been attained in many cases. 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS. 
Transactions of the American Mathematical Societ;r, vo!. i. 

THE Admiralty has created an important new post in the 
Dockyard staff, namely, that of electrical engineer, to rank next 
to the four chief assistant engineers. To fill this post the 
Admiralty has chosen Mr. Louis J. Steele, M.I. E. E., late chief 
engineer of Messrs. Verity, and formerly assistant engineer 
with Messrs. Johnson and Phillips. Mr. Steele received his 

No. 3.-Wave propagation over non.uniform con· 
ductors, by M. I. Pupin, .is a paper . re.ad before the soctety Ill 
December last. The mam object of 1t IS the of ". pro· 
blem which looked at from a purely mathematical pomt .o. 
view can stated as follows :-Find the integral of the partial 

' . d2y dy [ li'y . . 
differential equatwn L Jt2 + R dt = C lis-' and determme It so 

as to satisfy k + 2 _conditi.ons, k + I is 
number of coils. The prmctpal d1fficulty 1s to determme 
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